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Poll: Many
students see
more attacks
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
new poll found 40 percent of
high school students questioned
believe it is likely an attack
similar to what happened in
Colorado could take place at
their school.
Four in 10 students also
answered yes when asked
whether any of their classmates might be troubled enough
to do something like last week's
slayings at Columbine High
School in suburban Denver,
according to an ABC NewsWashington Post poll released
Monday.
Two students shocked the
nation a week ago when they
shot their way through the high
school, killing 12 students and
a teacher before shooting themselves to death.
Against the 40 percent of
students who considered the
chances likely that such an
attack could happen at their
school, 58 percent considered
it unlikely; 49 percent of parents said the chances were
likely, opposed to 48 percent
who said it was unlikely.
The poll also found that 23
percent of students and parents considered violence a serious problem at their school,
while 77 percent of teens and
76 percent of parents did not.
The poll said 88 percent of
students felt safe at their school,
while 11 percent felt unsafe.

Broadcasters
urged to be
prepared
NEW YORK (AP) — Local
broadcasters are being urged
to develop their own blueprints
for covering a big breaking
story like the Colorado massacre, with an emphasis on
doing everything to avoid putting lives in danger.
News directors and general
managers at more than 1,800
TV and radio stations will
receive guidelines in the mail
'this week on how to handle
these news emergencies from
the Radio and Television News
Directors Association.
The trade group hopes station operators develop plans
or at least talk about what they
would do if thrust into the national spotlight like Denver broadcasters were last week when
two gunmen killed 13 people
and themselves at Columbine
High School.
"You can't plan for everyCochran,
Barbara
thing,"
RTNDA president, said Monday. You couldn't plan for a
situation where kids hiding in
a school would have cell
phones. What you can do is
have a dialogue in the newsrooms ahead of time."
Denver's KUSA-TV was criticized for broadcasting a cell
phone conversation with a
Columbine student before the
massacre had ended. Critics
said the caller's life could have
been endangered if a gunman
had heard where the student
was hiding.

Tonight .Mostly cloudy with
a chance of showers and thunderstorms Low 55 to 60.
Chance of rain 30 percent.
Wind becoming northwest 5 to
10 mph
Wednesday Mostly cloudy
A chance of showers High
around 70 Chance of rain 30
percent
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Deadline expires
without action
from Alexander
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Murray State. University President
Kern Alexander will not remove faculty evaluations from the university's Student Government Association web site,
thereby refusing the faculty's request
that they be removed by April 26.
"The university cannot censor the
Internet," Alexander said. "The Faculty Senate voted to censor (by asking
that the evaluations be removed). I'm
not going to censor."
That leaves the Faculty Senate's executive committee, which meets today, to
determine what kind of further action
to take against Alexander.
The full Faculty Senate is slated to
meet next Tuesday.
Last week, the senate voted to censure Alexander for releasing the facul-

ty evaluations to SGA ,without prior
notification to the faculty.
"It's really an open question," said
William Call, faculty senate vice president. "We've named off options from
doing nothing at all to calling for his
resignation."
Call said that the Faculty Senate was
in the process of conducting an informal poll among the entire university
faculty to see what their opinions are.
In the meantime, he did not feel
that a call for resignation was likely.
"That's pretty extreme," Call said.
"I would think that we would fall somewhere in the middle of all that."
Executive Committee member Frank
Elwell, who initially said that the senate's next move would be to call for
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
Russell Taylor affixes his name to the Relay for Life Honor Wall Monday in the
Briggs and Stratton employee lunchroom.

• See Page 2

Clinton renews
gun control plans
WASHINGTON (AP) — Buyers of
explosives would be subject to the same
Brady law background checks as gun
purchasers under new gun-control legislation President Clinton will unveil
today. Negligent parents would also be
held liable when their children commit
crimes with .guns.
As part of his omnibus crime package, the president is renewing measures that died in the last Congress and
is counting on outrage over the Colorado school shooting to push them
through this year.
"The prospects are good," White
House press secretary Joe Lockhart said
Monday. "Unfortunately, oftentimes it
takes tragic events to catalyze work

here in Washington."
Congressional sources said White
House officials were working late Monday on the explosives provision, which
would aim to treat the sale of explosives the same way gun sales are treated under the Brady law.
In the proposal, "explosives" would
refer to dynamite, blasting caps and
the like, not materials that can be blended into a volatile- mixture. In Littleton,
Colo., the student killers used homemade hand grenades and pipe bombs
in their rampage through Columbine High
School. In Oklahoma City, two tons of

Attitude helps battle cancer
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Many words might be used to describe
Ronnie Gibson, but "quitter" is not one of
them.
That fact is quite possibly the sole reason
he's alive today.
"I think having a positive attitude and getting a lot of support from my family and
friends was a big difference," said Gibson,
describing the things that have helped him
survive a battle with cancer.
"The biggest part of the battle is in your
head. If you decide that you're not going to
beat it, then you won't," he added.
Gibson's life was forever changed in January of 1984, when he was diagnosed with
malignant lymphoma.
"I was playing basketball at the time, and
had always been involved in sports," Gibson

• See Page 3

explained. "I came in one day from playing
basketball, and my neck was sore.
"I felt a knot under one of my ears. Each
day after that, the knot got bigger and bigger — soon to the point that it started throbbing."
A visit to the family doctor revealed the
harsh reality.
"The doctor sat me down in a chair and
told me I had lymphoma," said Gibson. "He
told me that it was located in the sacrum (in
the lower back) ... The type of tumor I had
was inoperable, and they didn't do bone marrow transplants at that time."
"That part of it was pretty easy. The hard
part was telling my wife and my parents that
I had cancer. It was a pretty tough thing to
do."
What followed was a series of chemother-

IIII See Page 2

Local fans
must wait
for tickets

Pentagon ready to
activate reservists
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Pentagon is set to begin ordering National Guard and Reserve members to active duty for
the first time in the Kosovo conflict. The call-up of as many.
as 33,000 reservists Will 'enable NATO to expand its air armada and quicken the pace of its attacks, officials said.
Defense Secretary William Cohen. was expecting a final goahead from President Clinton and planned to announce the
call-up as early as today, administration officials said Monday,
speaking on condition of anonymity.
"A reserve call-up will come very quickly," Kenneth Bacon.
Cohen's spokesman, said Monday as he announced that 30
more Air Force refueling aircraft — including some to be
flown by Air National Guard units — have been ordered to
Europe in support of the airstrikes against Yugoslavia. He said
they would leave this weekend from bases in Arizona, California. Michigan and a fourth, unspecified state.

• See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
STAYING DRY...Murray State University students Beth Mulligan,
Sylvia Szemere and Lisa Nixon rely on their umbrellas as they
head into the Curris Center.

Budget topic of New
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
New Concord residents on Monday seemed more interested in hearing what Larry Elkins had to say
about the proposed 1999-00 budget and the work of county government than raising issues in their
community.
County
Calloway
The
judge/executive, in the second of
a series of community meetings,
got few questions from the 30 or
so members attending the community's quarterly Neighborhood Watch
program.
Elkins said the proposed budget will include more funding for
the sheriff's department to fight
juvenile and drug-related crimes
— and not for elbow room — as well
as money to start creating more parks
in the county.
The tentative budget will be presented in a special Calloway County Fiscal Court meeting at 7 p.m.
Thursday at the county judicial
building's district courtroom.
In his 30,n-iihute address, Elkins

See Page 2

Concord talk

DAVID BLACKBURN/Ledger & Times photo
Calloway County Judge/Executive Larry Elkins (left) talks to members of New Concord
Neighborhood Watch program Monday night at New Concord Church of Christ as part
of his community meetings series.
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By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Murray residents hoping to get
their hands on advance tickets for
the movie "Star Wars: Episode 1
- The Phantom Menace," which
opens May 19, may be a little
disappointed.
"Everybody's going to do their
normal advance-ticket sales," said
John Hopkins, owner of the Cheri
5 Theatres. "We're going to do it
the day of."
According to Hopkins, tickets
will go on sale at 3 p.m. May
19. The movie will then be shown
at 5, 7 and 9 p.m. that day.
"I'm sure on Wednesday there'll
be a long line," said Hopkins.
Few movies in history have
generated the buzz that "The Phantom Menace" has. People have
already begun camping out, waiting for tickets at theatres around
the United States.
Hopkins said that as a result
of the interest generated by the
film, illegal activities ranging from
the theft of movie posters to people actually videotaping the film
in the theatre and bootlegging are
possible.
"I understand on the Internet
right now that you can buy the
film that day after it opens." he
said. "As kind of an incentive to
us, we get $10,000 if we catch
anyone (videotaping the film)."
Because of thefts around the
country, Hopkins said that the
Cheri was only issued two movie
posters. The bad news for the rest
of Murray is that those posters
have already been claimed.
"That's one of the fringe benefits of being an employee here,"
Hopkins said.
As far as security measures for
the film print itself, Hopkins said
that _them .had_been a suggestinn`
to hire an off-duty policeman to

• See Page 2
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MI Cancer ...
Frdm Page 1
apy and radiation treatments over
the next several months.
"They told me that it (the cancer) was eating a hole in my
sacrum," he said. "The pain was
severe enough that I convulsed ...
It's like having a dentist drilling
on your teeth 24 hours a day."
"There's no good way to describe
the treatments. They make you
sick and they destroy (blood) cells.
I remember saying that I wasn't
going back (for more treatments),
but my wife told me that I had
to go back ... There are times that
you just want to give up."
But, to his credit, Gibson never
gave up.
After months of treatments, Gibson's cancer was declared in remission in November 1984.
"They'll never tell you that
you're cured. But I haven't had
any reoccurences," he noted.

• Budget...

The American Cancer Society's
Relay For Life has allowed Gib- From Page 1
son that type of forum.
"I've been involved with it said he planned to include in the
since day one," said Gibson of budget:
the annual event, which will hold
• $20,000 for the Calloway
its third celebration locally this County Sheriff's Department with
Friday and Saturday at Roy Stew- a request that Sheriff Stan Scott
art Stadium.
use it in fighting juvenile crime
"I was one of the first persons and the battle against drugs.
they came to when they tried to
In his address later in the meetget one started here. I looked it ing, Scott said he expects probover and thought it was a neat lems with juveniles and drugs,
idea."
including the increased use and
While the event is used pri- creation of methamphetamine, to
marily as a fund-raiser for cancer increase.
research, Gibson claims that the
• $100,000 toward refurbishevent is helpful in many other
of the old post office area
ment
ways as well.
in the Miller Courthouse Annex
"It's not just about raising in order to relocate the sheriff's
money," he said. "That's impor- department from its location in
tant. But it's about having been the old courthouse.
there before and bonding with
Elkins called the current cramped
other people. You've got to make offices that tend to flood during
yourself available to others."
rainstorms "embarrassing."
• $6,000 to begin satellite parks
in the county. Elkins said he hopes
to be able to add one or two
pieces of playground equipment a
said.
Hopkins
THX,"
with
have
they
"I hope it runs longer than eight,"
year.
just
Hopkins said. "'Titanic' ran for "They're the same, but we
name."
the
for
pay
to
Elkins touched on other, non17. I'd be really surprised if it didn't have
Hopkins seemed to have no
budget topics such as the possigoes longer than that."
bility of expanding water service.
The movie will be shown in worries about the possible probPart of the reason for expanone of the new stadium-style the- lem of ticket scalping. To prove
atres. Hopkins said that the the- it, no limit has been placed on sion is because some private water
districts around the lakes have had
atre will hold 290 people and is the amount of tickets one person
trouble complying with federal stanequipped with speaker capable of can purchase.
"If you walked in Wednesday dards, Elkins said.
handling Lucasfilm's THX sound
said you wanted 200 tickets,
and
"It's not going to be something
requirements.
Hopkins
death,"
to
tickled
be
I'd
can do overnight, but we've
we
"We have the same speakers
said. "If someone wants to pay got to start somewhere," Elkins
$10 for their ticket, there's not much said, citing Gov. Paul Patton's goal
we can do about it."
of having drinking water accessiHopkins said that WFGE Frog- ble to every Kentuckian by 2020.
Elkins said he and the Purchase
gy 103 has already purchased 290
Development District are
Area
as
away
EVENING
tickets that will be given
to get block grants to
working
Winpromotion.
special
3:
Pick
a
of
part
MIDDAY
help with the water expansion projto
able
be
will
tickets
4-0-9
the
of
ners
Pick 3:
Pick 4:
see the movie at 12:01 p.m. on ect. The PADD office is current8-3-4
ly surveying residents about their
7-0-9-8
May 19.
Pick 4:
feelings, he said.
you...
with
he
5:
Cash
Force
the
May
6-2-9-0
3-5-6-16-28

"There's not a day that goes by
that I don't think about it, but I
know I can't be negative."
Gibson, now president of The
Murray Bank, praised the medical
treatment that he received during
his illness.
"I give a lot of credit to my
doctor. He told me that he was
going to be aggressive in his treatment and that he would treat me
like one of his children. He said
that he was going to hurt me in
the process, but he saved my life."
As a survivor of this life-threatening disease, Gibson sees it as
his duty to try and help others
with the same affliction.
"I think helping other people
is a part of it," he said. "You
have to make yourself available
to these people. This gives them
a chance to look at you and say,
'If this guy can beat it, then I
can.' (Cancer) is not a death sentence any more."

• Tickets ...
From Page 1
keep an eye on it.
"We will probably not do that,"
he said.
There is good news for moviegoers who don't want to brave
the opening night crowds, however. Hopkins said that the Cheri
is required by the film studio to
show the film a minimum of eight
%seeks

KENTUCKY LOTTERY
Sponsored
By:

•Pentagon
OPEN 6 DAYS FOR
YOUR CONVENIENCE

From Page 1
White House officials said Clinton knows that the roughly 1,000
reservists who already are participating in the NATO air campaign
as volunteers will not be enough
as the pace of attacks increases.
Only the president can order National Guard and .Reserve forces to
active duty.
"The president has made clear
that he is prepared to look favor-

Open Mon.-Fn. 8-5. Sat. 8-12

Ronnie meivin
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"A lot's going to depend on
the interest of the citizens," he
said.
Elkins also said he is looking
to resurrect the reciprocal agreement Kentucky had with Tennessee
from 1957 to the early 1990s concerning hunting and fishing licenses.
The agreement at one time
allowed for hunting and fishing
between Eggner's Ferry Bridge on
Kentucky 94 East to Paris Landing for people with a license from
either state, Elkins said.
Residents asked only a few
questions of Elkins during the
question-and-answer period.
One man asked about the possibility of getting duropsters, but
Elkins said the cost of disposal
— $37 per ton — made it too expensive for the county to do. He said
having a dumpster might be possible during something like a community cleanup day, though.
Another question concerned the
tendency of Manchester Road on
the south side of Kentucky 121

ably on requests to support the
air campaign, and while no final
decisions have been made, I expect
the president to review this decision expeditiously," David Leavy,
chief spokesman for the National
Security Council, said Monday.

6 months SAC
°When Seitd in Set

FURNITURE, INC.
10.4s 3rd St.
Ihiwntown Murray

.
-47""

South to flood when it rains because
an area of Beech Creek beneath
a bridge has become grown up
with trees and brush.
Elkins said he was unaware of
the problem, but Darrell Mitchell,
who owns the property with the
site in question, said the state
Department of Highways had promised him it would dredge the area
when the area is dry enough.
Later, Sheriff Scott said his office
has been working with the county school system about a security plan and with the Murray Police
Department in cracking down on
meth labs.
Scott listed some of the signs
that indicate a meth lab, which
can sometimes look like camp sites
set up in the woods, he said.
Scott and Elkins also praised
the work of the community's 43household Neighborhood Watch
program.
"I know your efforts have made
(Scott's) job a lot easier," Elkins
said.

Although Cohen was expected
tions from an initial Red Cross
a ceiling of 33,000 reservists
set
to
visit Monday that the soldiers —
call-up, the initial requirethe
for
Macethe
along
31
captured March
numdonia-Kosovo border — appeared ment may be for a smaller
to be in relatively good condition. ber.

• Alexander...

U.S. officials awaited word,
meanwhile, on an expected sec- From Page 1
ond visit today_ by representatives a no-confidence vote, admitted that
of the International Committee of nothing is certain as far as what
the Red Cross with three Ameri- the senate's decision will be.
can POWs held in Belgrade. White
"There's not really a consenHouse officials welcomed indica- sus on anything yet," he said. "(A
no-confidence vote) will probably
be brought up, but it's a committee, so I don't know what will
happen."
.7Ae Daisq
SGA President Todd Earwood
FINE LADIES APPAREL --""
has said that even if Alexander
SOUTH FULTON, TN
901479-2550
removes the evaluations from the
MSU Internet server, they would
cSpring (Safe
still be posted on another site.
"I know it's illegal for the adminsTOREWIDE
istration to censor the Internet," Earto
on
wood said. "If it's taken off the
Murray State site, we'll just post
MISSY • PETITE • WOMEN
them on another site."
Adding to the already complicated situation is the presence of
the Murray Alliance of Collegiate
Educators(MACE),a faculty union
being formed on campus.
Terry Stricter, chair of MACE,
1001 Whitnell Dr.
that he is going to request a
said
Murray, KY 42071 -1 040
faculty forum in which all memDEPARTMENT HEADS
hers of the MSU faculty would
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teen.

This event will
knock you out!

DAVID BLACKBURN/edger & Times photo

County Judge/Executive Larry Elkins (left) and Bobby Meador,
president of the New Concord Neighborhood Watch program,
chat Monday following the group's quarterly meeting, which
doubled as Elkins' latest community meeting.
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be allowed to vote on future actions
against Alexander.
"Assuring that a resolution
should pass, it would carry more
weight that way," Streiter said.
Stricter also said that Alexander's actions are only making the
union presence on campus even
stronger.
"I think every time he does
this stuff, he just drives more people into the arms of our organization," Streiter said. "I've said
this before, but I think he's the
best recruiter this organization has."
Alexander, meanwhile, is calling on faculty and students to
work out the differences among
themselves.
"I'm going to appoint a committee of faculty and students who
are going to look at the evaluation process, and they're going to,
hopefully, come up with a system
thyatanid
s ssatutidsefacntsto:ryAlloexabnodther facul
said.
"Faculty has an interest and students have an interest, and one party
can't he excluded from the process."
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• Clinton
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From Page 1
explosive made from commonplace
fertilizer were used to blow up
the federal building in 1995.
Sen. Richard Durbin. Dill.,
praised Clinton's initiative cracking down on explosives but wondered if it was a problem too
loosely defined to tackle.
"If you're talking about propane
gas tanks and agricultural chemicals, I'm anxious to see how they
define the component parts of this,"
Durbin said.
Clinton, aides said, also is proposing:

1.
—Mandatory child-safety locks
on all guns sold.
—Extension of an existing ban
on juvenile possession of handguns to include semiautomatic
assault rifles: also a ban on importation of all ammunition magazines that hold more than 10
rounds, an extension of current
law banning imports of those Made
since 1994.
—Background checks on buyers for all gun-show sales.
—A lifetime ban on gun ownership for people who commit violent crimes as juveniles.

—A three-day waiting period
for all handgun purchases, with
an additional two days if law officers need them to complete their
investigation. Until last year, the
Brady Act provided five days for
police to conduct background
checks on buyers if they needed
that much time. Now, it limits
them to three days, but most checks
are instantaneous. Never before
has there been a minimum. mandatory waiting period.
—Mandatory prison sentences of
three to 10 years and $10,000
fines for adults, including parents,
who allow children access to gun.
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BERNARD KANE Ledger & TImes photo

Briggs and Stratton human resources staff member Paul Newby and Relay For Life committee member Tina Taylor stand in front of the Honor Wall in the employee lunchroom. The wall
is in honor of those who have suffered from cancer and acts as an inducement to employees
to get involved in the Relay for Life, set for Friday and Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium.
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PEOPLE
McCartney paintings in show
LONDON (AP) — Paul McCartney has something he can fall
back on if this music thing doesn't work out: He paints.
Some 70 McCartney oil paintings, featuring John Lennon, Andy
Warhol, David Bowie, Charlie Watts and other friends, are included in a show opening this weekend in the small town of Siegen.
Germany. near Cologne.
Also included are a couple of whimsical portraits of Queen
Elizabeth II — "The Queen Getting a Joke" and "The Queen
After Her First Cigarette."
The former Beatle said he took up painting after his 40th birthday in 1982.
"Until then
had this big block in my head that only people
who went to art school were allowed to paint," he said. "But
when I got to 40, I realized this block was madness. I wanted
to paint and the only person not allowing me a canvas was me."

Do you have a
hot news tip? The
Ledger will pay
$10 for the best
news tip of the
month.

Call 753-1916
Ext.27

O'Connor ordained as priest
DUBLIN, Ireland (AP) - Sinead O'Connor, who once ripped
up a picture of the pope on television, could be in trouble with
the Vatican again.
The singer was ordained as the first woman priest in the Latin
Tridentine Church, a Roman Catholic splinter group, by Bishop
Michael Cox, who pioneered a phone-in confession service in Ireland.
"Anyone who knows me knows that what I have done makes
perfect sense for me. I adore God and believe very much in the
power of prayer," O'Connor said Monday in a broadcast interview.
O'Connor said she had already celebrated Mass four times but
will study with Cox for six weeks before starting her priestly
career as Mother Bernadette Mary, a name she also plans to use
in her music career.
O'Connor said her views have changed since her 1992 appearance on NBC's "Saturday Night Live," when she tore up a picture of Pope John Paul II.
"I do apologize for that. I am sorry I did that. It was a disrespectful thing to do," she said. "I have never even met the
pope. I am sure he is a lovely man.-
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Sutherland rehearses for thriller
Donald Sutherland has a bad case of
LOS ANGELES (AP)
stage fright.
"I've made 101 films and I throw up at the beginning of every
one," Sutherland said.
And now he's rehearsing for a stage appearance in "Enigma
Variations," a psychological thriller.
"I haven't been on the stage for 20 years and I'm terrified,
but it's not an uninteresting terror," said Sutherland, who appeared
on Broadway in 1981 in Edward Albee's adaptation of "Lolita."
The 63-year-old actor has played such landmark film roles as
Hawkeye Pierce in "M-A-S-H." the detective in "Klute" and the
father in "Ordinary People

Zayak returns to ice as coach
HOBOKEN, N.J. (AP) — Three years after undergoing a frightening operation, former world-champion skater Elaine Zayak has
returned to the ice.
But this time the 34-year-old veteran is coaching, not competing, teaching 40 students six days a week.
She underwent abdominal surgery in 1997 for a tumor that was
potentially cancerous but turned out to be benign.
"When I got' out of the operation, I couldn't walk. I couldn't
do anything," Zayak told The Record of Hackensack. "I've never
felt pain like this. They had to cut through all my stomach muscles."
"Skating was everything," said Zayak, who won a world championship in 1982 in Copenhagen. "I just realized I was fortunate
that I had a lot of success, and now is the time to sit back and
enjoy your life and settle down in one place."

Tony Boyd

302 N. 12th St.
Murray
753-5842

There's LOTS of
Money in this
LIME Card!
The Murray Kroger store will close
Tuesday at Midnight i:LIZENT#TuRi
and will reopen
Wednesday, April 28th
at 7 a.m. ...
Get The Card,
Get The Savings...
AVAILABLE WED.. APRIL 28TH. 1999 AT YOUR MURRAY. KY KROGER STORE. QUANTITY RIGHTS
RESERVED. NONE SOLD TO DEALERS. COPYRIGHT 1999 KROGER DELTA MARKETING AREA

Owned & Operated by: Opal Hart
912 S. 12th St.
Store Hours:
Sun. 12-5, Mon.-Sat. 9-6
(270) 753-2310
Craftsman 5-HP, 22-in, weed trimmer with
Tecumseh Eager-1° engine. 77350 Reg.
349.99. Sale 330.00.

FINAL SAVINGS $52
Replacement fine. 79999 799 Sears low enc.=
7.19 wet 10% cash-back rebate savings

Fraser ready for more cartoons
NEW YORK (AP) — Brendan Fraser seems to have no fear
about being typecast as a cartoon character.
He has already appeared in the big-screen adaptation of "George
of the Jungle" and also stars in the upcoming "Dudley Do-Right."
He wants more, he said in the May 1 edition of TV Guide.
"They're making 'Rocky and Bullwinkle' already, so that's out,"
he said. "Maybe 'Tom Slick'? How about 'Super Chicken'? You
think they'd let me? I don't know if they'd buy that one."
He also appears in "The Mummy," opening next week.

Lifeliner STE

Craftsman 6.5-HP mower. Eager-1
engine, front wheel drive, hi-wheel
design, 22-in, deck, power propelled. 37756 Reg. 359.99 Sale
329.99.

Craftsman 19-HP tractor. Briggs &
Stratton engine, 42-inc. Quality cutting deck, twin blades, 6 speeds.
27077 Reg. 1449.99 Sale 1419.99.
10% cash-back
rebate savings

127700w,th

(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)

•6 Year Limited Warranty
• 24 Month Free Replacement
• 24 Hour Roadside Assistance
• Smooth, Quiet Ride

Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Rd.•753-1111
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War happening everywhere
4

While American forces bomb
Yugoslavia with the announced
CAL'S THOUGHTS
intention of stopping one form of
slaughter. gunfire comes to yet
another public school in which more
than a dozen have been slaughCAL THOMAS
tered and others. critically wounded. remain in peril.
Syndicated Columnist
After Paducah. Ky.. after Jonesboro. Ark.. after Springfield. Ore., iar: They were into Satanism.
the pattern is familiar. With chips Nazism, hate and violence. What
on their shoulders. grievances in is making so many young souls
their hearts and weapons in their so sick? There will be the prehands. students who should be dictable explanations from cliniplanning for life instead plot death. cians. And factual reports. But
They wound and kill fellow stu- who can adequately explain this?
dents for reasons known only to
The end of the Cold War was
demons.
supposed to usher in a new age
Are these cries for help from of world peace and security. but
the abused, neglected and aban- we are less secure than ever. Genodoned generation, or is this the cide occurs in our "enlightened"
price we continue to pay for believ- age, and mass murder occurs at
ing we could live as we wish, home. This is progress? This is
laugh at morality and imagine peace? This is security? Wasn•t
judgment day would never come? the Brady bill supposed to proWhy should young people take tect us from such things? Or maybe
life seriously when their over- it was those 100,000 police offiworked,
day-care. cers.
aborting.
euthanasia culture does not? Life
My high school experience more
is so cheap, relationships are so than 30 years ago w as benign
meaningless - children get the mes- compared to this.
sage.
One of my classmates stabbed
We await the psychiatrists'expla- another student late one night and
nation. but don't we secretly know not on school property. He went
what it is? When you mix the to jail, and his actions were
ingredients for a cake, you get a denounced by the rest of us. There
cake.
were a few in our midst who had,
When you mix the volatile ingre- on occasion, too much beer to
dients of corrupted culture, vulgar drink. A shooting in the school,
entertainment and broken, loveless even bringing a gun to school.
families, you get child killers. was unheard of. What has hapOkay. so these are rare, but their pened since yesterday when I was
rarity is small comfort when you young?
are the victim or the parents of a
Kurt Thompson,. a Washington.
dead child.
D.C.-area psychiatrist whose clients
The initial profiles of the young include adolescents, sees today's
people allegedly responsible for teens suffering from "a horrid sense
the killing fields that have now of disconnection."
come to Littleton-. Colo., are familThey're connected technically

It takes a village
,
,
through the Internet, but they're
disconnected relationally. Too many
parents. he says, think by the time
their children become teen-agers
their job is almost done and that
other forces will complete the shaping of young minds and spirits.
Oh sure, we can put metal detectors at the schoolhouse door, but
who makes mental and moral detectors?
The pace of life can be just as
fast in a big city as in a small
town, says Thompson, and kids
who are on the edge, or over it,
arc hard to spot.
One who looks strange might
be making straight A's, while another who appears together might be
plotting mass murder in the windmills of his mind.
It's diot all the parents' fault.
Teens are free moral agents. But
Thompson says too many don't
spend enough quality and quantity time with their children, nor
do enough pray with and for them,
or tell them how Much they are
loved and appreciated.
Government officials are making predictable statements. Look
for some to suggest adding more
gun laws to the thousands already
on the books that didn't stop this
latest shooting.
Politicians are powerless, parents are not. Parents have the best
chance of curtailing violence in
the heart before it reaches the
head and the hands.

Dear Editor:
The bluebird was an unintentional casualty of
the civil war among the birds. Sparrows had taken
over the house where the bluebirds had built and
hatched their young.
The sparrows were smothering the bluebirds'
babies with a pile of nesting. The dispossessed
bluebirds lingered in a tree nearby.
1 shot the sparrow and felt good about what I
had done. Then another flew to the tree limb and
I shot it too. But when it fell to earth it was a

Letters...
Send letters to P.O. Box
1040, Murray, KY 42071.
They may also be faxed
to (502) 753-1927 or email them to mlt@murrayledgencom

t.)1:2 FRon.1T 1-1412t>.

bluebird. Its eye remained open long enough to
look at me and condemn me for the act.
I laid the sparrow and the bluebird side by side.
They were both precious in God's sight. Now they
were dead. There is a stillness in the place where
the birdhouse sits on a post in the front yard. Ti
is quiet there now and the babies are dying.
The quietude speaks to me of Kosovo and of
the children at Columbine High School.
I buried the two dead birds together in a common grave and wept for both of them.
Henry A. Buchanan
310 Graham Road
Murray, KY 42071

LedgerTimes
AMY WILSON
WALTER L. APPERSON
Managing Editor
Publisher
ALICE ROUSE
General Manager
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
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On April 20 at about 11 a.m..
I was working with a class of
MAIN STREET
sixth-graders on creative writing.
We started by composing a story
as a group, word by word, and
then used that as a jumping-off point
CONSTANCE ALEXANDER
to individual narratives.
The kids were excited, brimLedger Columnist
ming with ideas.
The teacher and I flitted from response, and it appeared I was I was locked in horror as the carstudent to student like moths to going to have to handle it by myself. nage in Littleton unfolded.
front porch lights.
"If I were a parent and someAs much as I was appalled, I
We encouraged them with praise one read this in my child's sixth- was not shocked. In my mind, it
and they responded with enthusi- grade class, I would be very upset. was only a matter of time before
asm, some even putting in early This is a very violent story."
another school shooting erupted.
requests to read what they'd writGiving each word its own dark
When it comes to violence, the
ten to the rest of the class.
space, I hoped the logic would stakes are raised with every bloodWhen the stocky girl with the become immediately apparent to the soaked video game, every bulletsweet round face called me over girl; that she would withdraw her ridden movie, every twisted song
to her desk, she wanted me to request, shred her offensive paper, lyric and sexually saturated sitreview her paper.
and start over again.
com.
"Tell me what you think," she
Nothing doing.
Kids under 18, unsupervised
said.
"But I wrote a story," she protest- and armed with cash and credit
I bent down so I could more ed. "That's what you wanted.
cards, have become an easy tareasily decipher her penciled scrawl.
"I'm glad you wrote,- I replied
get for enterprising marketeers.
The story began with a stalk- primly, "but I cannot let you read
I think back to the sixth-grader spying on a woman.
that to the rest of the class."
er who wrote the awful story of
When her family was away, he
Of course, I told the teacher
murder.
and his accomplices broke into about the incident and she said rape and
Repression,
forced prayer and
her house, gang raped and killed she would take care of it.
to
her. Then they waited until her
A few minutes later, the bell school uniforms are not going
her.
change
husband came home and killed rang and it was time • for me to
A community working together
him too.
be on my way back to Murray.
is
a start, especially since the
That was the first paragraph.
When I got home, I.sat down
child's mother works from 4 p.m.
Can I read it to the class?"
and flicked on the television.
There seemed to be no guile
In a habit that I have acquired to 2 a.m. and leaves the girl on
in her blue-eyed gaze.
from my husband, I began to roam her own.
It's the only way the single
"Please," she wheedled.
the channels.
I shot a glance to the other
The CNN headline stopped me pal-dm can pay the bills.
Whether we like it or not, it
side of the room where the teacher dead. "Shooting Rampage in Coldoes take an entire village to raise
was helping another eager student. orado High School," it said.
This one demanded a swift
Along with millions of others, a child.
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FROM OUR READERS
Kosovo, shootings
share similarities

All across the nation, eyes arc
turning to our schools.
WILLFUL THOUGHTS
We're just waiting — waiting
for it to happen again.
And it will.
Until we as a nation stand up
AMY WILSON
and teach our young people that
violence is not the answer, we
Managing Editor
will relive the events that have
pushed these places into the lime- justification for gun control isn't
The father told him, "Son, a
light: Paducah; Jonesboro, Ark.; the answer. Gun control will not real man uses his fists. You win
Pearl, Miss.; Littleton, Co.
remove these weapons from our some, you lose some, but you live
It could very easily be Murray. youth. As history has shown, even to fight another day."
What is it going to take to though the supply has been outWe've got to teach our chilmake our youth realize that when lawed, the demand will be still dren how to better handle peer
a gun is pointed at someone and be there.
situations.
the trigger is pulled that people
Rather than allowing the resentWho is responsible for the recent
can die?
shooting? The two teen gunmen? ment and inferior feelings to fesSince the Colorado shooting Their parents? The school system? ter, they must be given a positive
occurred, I've listened to various
Throughout these shootings, it outlet.
We have 'already learned that
people talking about the entire has become apparent that an underschool violence issue. And the lying factor is treatment by peers. to ignore unusual behavior such
common denominator seems to be Michael Carneal recounted inci- as teens wearing trench coats and
dents where he was demoralized hailing Hitler is wrong. We have
communication.
learned to take threats of violence
These kids have no knowledge and even called "gay."
To a teen, not being respected seriously.
of right and wrong because no
As a parent, I expect our local
one has taken the time to really by one's peers is crushing. And
these days, rather than turning the school systems to take whatever
get to know them.
Their parents are busy working other cheek, the ones who are steps are necessary to keep the
in order to put food on the table being picked on are ready for children safe. And if a no tolerance policy will help, then I am
and buy those snazzy new shoes. some revenge.
I was watching a movie the all for it.
How can we avoid incidents of
Until we get to a point where
other night and there was a scene
school violence?
We pondered that question in in which a father is talking to his we attack the problem at the root
Sunday School class this week. son about guns. The son was try- — involving the parents, the churchAnd we came up with some rather ing to justify his need for a gun es and the community — it will
because he had to walk down the happen again.
daunting answers.
It can happen here.
street.
Using the Colorado shooting as
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DEATHS
William Howard Williams

Mrs. Edna Irene Futrell
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Mrs. Edna Irene Futrell, 77,
Pine Street, Murray, died Monday.
April 26, 1999, at 5:20 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of New
Bethel Baptist Church in Henry
County, Tenn. She had formerly
worked at the former Day and
Nite Restaurant in Murray and at
the
Blalock-Coleman
Funeral
Home.
Mrs. Futrell was married Jan.
7, 1939, to Robert A. Futrell who
died Dec. 4, 1992. One granddaughter, Renee Butler, and one
sister, Oda Mae McDaniel, also
preceded her in death. Born June
25, 1921, she was the daughter
of the late Tommy (Ed) McDaniel
and Eula Irene Wallace McDaniel.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Edna Ruth Butler and
husband, Jerry Don, Murray; four
nieces, Mrs. Mary Lue Burkeen
and husband, Bill, Dexter, Mrs.
Louise Paschall, Murray, and Mrs.
Wanda Hughes and husband, Jackie, and Mrs. Linda Chadwick and
husband, Steve, all of New Providence; three nephews, Bobby Wallace and wife, Elaine, Athens, Ga.,
Dallas Willoughby and wife, Mary,

William Howard Williams, 70, Keenland Drive, Murray, died
Monday. April 26, 1999, at 7 a.m. at his home.
An Army veteran of the Korean Conflict, Williams had retired
after 28 years as a civil engineer for the Tennessee Valley Authority.
Born July 29, 1928. in Cumberland County, he was the son of
the late Adis Williams and Ode Willis Williams. One sister, Mrs.
Jewel Thomas, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Barbara Jones Williams, to
whom he was married Aug. 22, 1958, in Lebanon, Tenn.; one
daughter. Mrs. Kelly Doran and husband, Harold, and two grandchildren, Sarah Doran and Will Doran, all of Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Dorothy (Dot) Barnes and husband, Harold, Burkesville.
Private graveside services will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens. Harold . Doran will officiate.
Visitation w ill be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 6:30 to
8 p.m. tonight (Tuesday).

Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Cohoon

EDNA IRENE FUTRELL
Murray, and Douglas Willoughby
and wife, Jean, Martin, Tenn.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Terry Powell will officiate. Burial
will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Woman in good condition
after two-vehicle wreck
12:45 p.m., an accident report said.
Hendrickson's vehicle hit
A Canterbury Drive woman re-• Cowen's, which also contained
mained in good condition in the Cowen's daughter, Page Van Pelt,
hospital Tuesday morning follow- 6. The girl was treated for a chest
bruise at the hospital and released.
ing a two-vehicle accident Monday
afternoon.
In the only other injury accident,
The accident that inflicted multi- Marilyn Strickler, 56, of Henry
ple bruises on Stephanie Cowen, Street, was treated for lower back
26, was one of a baker's dozen
pain and bruises at the hospital afworked by the Murray Police De- ter she reportedly turned in front of
partment between approximately 8 another vehicle at the intersection
a.m. and 4 p.m. Monday, including of North 16th Street and Kentucky
121 North.
nine in a two-hour span at midday.
Cowen was admitted to the MurA vehicle driven by Steve Durray-Calloway County Hospital
57, of Main Street, then hit
bin,
overnight for observation, a hospiforcing both vehicles
StricklerN,
tal spokesman said.
road, the report said.
the
off
vehicle
driven by Lori HenA
drickson, 19, of Burlington, Ky.,
Strickler was later charged with
ran a stop sign at the intersection of having no insurance, the report
Broad Street and Glendale Road at said.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

The funeral for Mrs. Mary Elizabeth McDougal Cohoon will
be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Jerry Lee, the Rev. M.T. Robertson and
the
Rev. R.J. Burpoe will officiate. Music will be by Mrs. Oneida
White.
Pallbearers will be David Lassiter, Tony Holloway. Scott Jones.
Thomas Cohoon, Jalin Cohoon and Otis Cohoon. Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mrs. Cohoon, 82, Circarama Drive, Murray. died Sunday. April
25. 1999, at 11:55 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A member of Grace Baptist Church, she was born Aug. 8,
1916, in Calloway County to the late Thomas Warren McDougal
and Minnie Etta Perkins McDougal. Also preceding her in death
were two sisters, Mrs. Gertrude Lassiter and Mrs. Lucille Garland,
and one nephew. the Rev. Harold Lassiter.
Survivors include her husband, James Lee Cohoon, to whom
she was married on Nov. 8. 1940: one sister, Mrs. Annie Lee Lassiter. and one niece, Mrs. Martha Lassiter, both of Murray; one
nephew. Tommy Lassiter. and one great-nephew, David Lassiter,
both of Garland. Texas; two great-nieces. Beth Jones, Murray, and
Sherry Holloway. Gracey.

James L. Chapman
James L. Chapman. 63. Port Charlotte, Fla., son of Mrs. Juanita Chapman of Murray. died Friday. April 23, 1999, at his home.
Born July 20. 1935. in Kirksey in Calloway County, he moved
to Port Charlotte nine years ago from Paducah. A carpenter and
avid fisherman, he served in the United States Army.
Survivors include his companion, Mrs. Ina Truax; one daughter. Mrs. Aimee Darnell. Knoxville, Tenn.; one son, Barry Chapman. Port Charlotte:. two stepdaughters, Mrs. Katherine Coogan,
North Port, Ha.. and Mrs. Ina Himme. Rotonda. Fla.; his mother, Mrs. Juanita Chapman. Murray; four grandchildren; six stepgrandchildren.
Memorial services will he today at 2 p.m. at 2103 Ellery St.,
Port Charlotte, Fla. National Cremation Society of Port Charlotte
is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice of S.W.
Florida. 5955 Rand Blvd.. Sarasota. FL 34230.
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Mrs. Virginia Smith died today. April 27, 1999, at West View
Nursing Home, Murray.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.
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Investments Since 1854.
Prices as
of 9 a.m
63 I

Stock Market Report
Dow Jones Ind. Avg. ..I0780.73 + 62.14 Intel
Kroger
411
/
4
Air Products
/
4 LG&E
53"/•+1
AT&T
/
4 Lucent Tech
439' +1
Bell South
Mattel
64%
Briggs & Stratton
McDonalds
Bristol Myers Squibb 681/•+!s
1
4
. Mercantile Bank
Caterpillar
64,•+ 2/
Merck
Daimler Chrysler
10146+
Dean Foods
35% -14 Microsoft
78'11+11* J.C. Penney
Exxon
64'46 unc Quaker Oats
Ford Motor
General Electric
1113)• -3/16 Schering-Plough
General Motors
89% +% Sears
Goodrich
36.-'). Texaco
Goodyear
55% -% Time Warner
HopFed Bank*
20 B 20%A Union Planters
IBM
21119/1.+ 1 nik, UST
671
/
46+ 1 14 Wal-Mart
Ingersoll Rand
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock.
unc - price unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
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Sun
It's Vacation
Tinter

Formal Wear and Limousine
Tuxedo Rentals Begin At $59.99 Complete
All Styles Available - Over 1,000 To Choose From
304 Main St.
(Free '99 Charms With Rentals)
116 N. Market
Prom Gowns Arriving Daily!
lurray, KN. 42071
Paris,
TN 38242
(270)753-13(M)
642-5300
(901)
(270)759-4713
I-888-9LUXURN'
1-888-FOR NIRJS
Aumlahle For Prwri
1-888-958-9879
1-888-367-6757
< I,II Free Nationwide >
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Name Brand Cereals
starting at

4i0.0
Need Extra Cash
for that long overdue
vacation, or getaway.
Let us help you
finance your trip.

HWY. 641 SOUTH MIDWAY
4 miles out of Murray (Wisehart Grocery Location)

Trust
Your
Grange
Agent To
Help You Stay Afloat.
Every boat owner knows that boats come with special
problems - like where to get boat insurance that won't scuttle
your plans for fun. Fortunately, as an independent Grange
Insurance agent, I can offer you the coverage and personal
service you need to keep you sailing
smoothly for years to come. Call me
today for more information about
INSURANCE
Grange Boat Insurance.
Your partner in protection

Pam Dial. Manager
I 304A.Chestnut St.• Murray, KY 42071 • Located In Dixieland Or
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p m.

(502)759-0310• Fax (502)759-8731

3:18 a.m. to say she heard someone
in the house, the report said. Plummer reportedly said the man was
looking around the living room before fleeing.
Police arrested a man matching
the description from Plummer moments later at the intersection of
South 16th Street and Farmer Avenue.
Elsewhere, the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department is still investigating the theft of a $1,500 Suzuki
four-wheeler from the Alfred
McDormand home in New Concord.
The theft reportedly happened
last Wednesday.
The department is also investigating the theft of two Stihl chainsaws, valued at $1,400, from
McKnight's Saw Mill near Almo
sometime last Friday.

HOG MARKET
Feder4I State Market Sens SerYice April 27.
1999 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Markel
Report Includes 2 Buying Stations Receipts:
Act- 325 Est. 180 Barrows & Gilts Steady Sons

Steady
US 1-3230.260 lbs.
US 1-3 215-230 lbs
US 3-4 260-280 lbs.

$2750-2K.00
$2150-26.50
527.00-27.50

IS 1-2 200-215 lbs. .
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
US 1-3 450-525 lbs.
US 1-3 525 & up lbs.
US 2.3300.500 lbs
Boars 58.00

.$1750-19.50
$11 00-14.00

514.00-17.00
517.00-22.00
522.00-28.00
812.00-13.00

More Channels...More Choices...More Movies

ABSOLUTELY
FREE!
Dish Network System and six
months programming
when you bring in your Primestar bill

BUY NOW S SAVE!
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222 South 12th St.• Murray • 753-5865

Colt

No budgets were
harmed in
the purchase of
this product.
Rear Engine Rider
M2809178

A mower should exceed your expectations Pot your credit limit And now you can get
America's best selling rear-engine rider for as little as $99999 Plus all the quality and
durability you expect from a Snapper While you're at it. ask your dealer
about Snap-CreditTm

SNAPPER
Born to mow.
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INSURANCE CENTER
OF MURRAY ,

HEIGHTS FINANCE CORPORATION
Former
Bankruptcies,
Welcome

Perfect
Pickle
Prices!!
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Charges are pending against a
man who allegedly entered a Brentwood Street apartment uninvited
early Tuesday morning while the
renters were asleep.
Murray police have not decided
whether to file burglary or alcohol
intoxication charges against the
man, whose name was not released
by police at press time.
The man reportedly entered the
home of Jared Plummer, who
called police at 3:22 a.m., according to police records.
The police report said the man
might have entered through the
front door, which Plummer is believed to have left unlocked when
he returned from work at 12:30
a.m.
Plummer's wife woke him at
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Charges pending in break in
at residence Tuesday morning
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EDWARD SHERIDAN'Ledger & T,rnes photo
Carl Woods (left), Grand Knight of the Knights of Columbus,
and Louis Roof (right), president of the Knights of Columbus
Mental Retardation Foundation of Kentucky, present Peggy
Williams (center), director of the Murray WATCH program. with
two checks totaling $4,000 that will be used for expanding the
WATCH program building.

901 Sycamore, Murray
David R King

753-8355

Murray Home & Auto
Azelkeete
HOME CENTER®
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:30, Sat. 7:30-5:00
Chestnut St.• Murray • 753-2571 or 753-4110
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JO'S DATEBOOK
1

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Three of our local prominent citizens - Jo Crass, Joe Pat
James and Rep. Buddy Buckingham - will be "roasted" and
honored at the annual fund-raising dinner and program by the
Murray Woman's Club on May 3 at the Murray State University Curris Center. Roasters will be Bill Wells and Jean
Hurt for Crass; James Edwards and Yancy Watkins for James;
and Clyde Adkins and Red Howe for Buckingham. Bob Valentine, popular speaker and performer, will be the emcee.
A social hour will begin at 6 p.m. and dinner will be served
at 6:30 p.m. Dinner roast tickets for $20 per person which
includes a $10 donation and dinner reservation will be taken
through Friday. Tickets are also being sold for theme baskets
at $1 each or 6 tickets for $5. For tickets or more information
call Martha Andrus, ticket chairman, at 753-1851.

Four generations - Kamden Ryan Price, left, born Feb. 23,
1999, is pictured with his father. Matthew Edwin Price, his
grandmother, Rita Brandon Price. and his great-grandfather,
Darrell Edwin Brandon. Not pictured are his grandfather.
Richard Price. and his great-grandmother, Hazel Brandon.

Veterans' assistance available
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Home & Industrial
Over 25 Years Experience
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753-3444
95 Chestnut., Murray
across from Ryan 44,Ik

www.designaquilt.com

Collectible Treasures
Hazel KY
Limited Edition Dolls, Bears & Gifts
Now carries Lee Middleton Babies.
Rustle. Turners, Parkins and man)
other artist dolls. Come visit our brand
new store in Hazel to register for
:hance of "tree" doll.
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Sewing Machine
SALES • SERVICE
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We are pleased to
announce that
Kathy Hensley
bride-elect of
Randy Boren
has made her
domestic and
household selections
through our
bridal registry.
Kathy and Randy
will be married
May 14, 1999.

Do you
have a CD
or IRA
maturing?

CI:OARED
5-1TEIT

OUR CURRENT
FLEX II ANNUITY
INTEREST RATE.

5.50%
Southern Farm Bureau Lite Insurance
Company otters Flex II a Flexible
Premium Retirement Annuity designed for
periodic as well as single premiums Your
contributions less any applicable maintenance fees accumulate wealth for the
future Early surrender charges apply

WAL*MART*
SUPIXCENTER

753-4703
FARM
BUREAU
INSURANCE

IRS Didn't Give
1a4 Break...

WE WILL!
S50 "Rejoiner

Amanda Renee Davis

and Daniel Jacob Williams

Davis and Williams
wedding to be June 5
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Davis of Memphis, Tenn., noiv residing in
Cluj, Romania, announce the approaching marriage of their daughter,
Amanda Renee Davis, to Daniel Jacob Williams, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Williams of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Faye Caldwell of
Memphis and Mrs. Imogene Davis Ragland of Gleason, Tenn.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Laura Thomas of Marshal, N.C.
Miss Davis is currently working on a degree in public relations at
Murray State University.. She is employed with JCPenney.
Mr. Williams is a 1994 graduate of Murray High School and is
currently working on a degree at Murray State Univ ersity He is part
owner of Tuscany's Decorative Concrete, Murray.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday. June 5. 1999.
at 3 p.m. at University Church of Christ.
A reception will follow in the church fellowship hall.
Invitations are being sent to out-of-town guests only. All relatives
and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

PridalRe9i3iry

Reglitry

We are pleased to
announce that
Kim Green
bride-elect of
Jason Thompson
has made her
domestic and
household selections
through our
bridal registry.
Kim and Jason
will be married
May 15, 1999.

We are pleased to
announce that
Michelle Taylor
bride-elect of
Jim Osborne
has made her
domestic and
household selections
through our
bridal registry.
Michelle and Jim
will be married
May 15, 1999.
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Family reunion planned

The family of Wesley White will have a reunion on July 3
started at 3 p.m. at the Walter Steely farm on the Murray-Paris
Road. all descendants of Wesley White and Jane Underwood White
are urged to plan ahead to attend and bring pictures, family stories and birthdates and names of each family to share.
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Ladies Bridge scheduled
Ladies Bridge at the Oaks Country Club will be Wednesday at
9:30 a.m. at the club. For reservations or cancellations call Mary
Elinor Outland, hostess, at 753-2929. All ladies of the club are
invited.

Cit:

CCMS Parent Election Wednesday
Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making
Council will have elections for SBDM representatives on Wednesday in the school lobby. All current 6th and 7th grade parents and
guardians and parents and guardians of incoming 6th graders are
eligible to vote at any time during the day. Nominees are Gary
McBee, Laura Paschall, Karon Johnson and Danny Clairborne.

West View plans events
West View Nursing Home will feature MSU Time at 6:30 tonight
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for the benefit of the residents and patients. Wednesday events will
be Morning Visit at 7:45 a.m., Bible Class at 10 a.m. and April
birthday party at 2 p.m. Thursday events will include Bingo at 10
a.m., Picnic at the Park at 11:15 a.m. and pet visits at 3:15 p.m.
Events on Friday will be Morning Visit at 7:45 a.m., Devotion
with the Rev. Paul McWherter at 10 a.m. and Manicures at 1:30
p.m.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be on
the Murray Court Square on Wednesday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m.
and 12:30 to 3 p.m. The express will be at Ponderosa at Draffenville from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:3 to 2:30 p.m. on Thursday.
Offered will be blood pressure checks, pulse, and cholesterol and
triglyceride screenings at its stops. The latter screenings require a
food fast (water only) for 14 hours before the screenings.

Bible School Clinic Saturday
A Vacation Bible School Clinic for the Blood River Baptist
Association will be Saturday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Westside
Baptist Church, 207 Robertson Road South, Murray. Lunch and
nursery will be provided. For more information call the association
office at 437-4203.

Special meeting tonight
Purchase Autism Society of America (PASA) and Parents-InPartnership (PIP) will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. in the
Murray State University Special Education building computer lab
for a workshop on Internet resources and building websites with
Dr. Emily Watts as teacher. For childcare or more information call
Val at 7853-1960 or Sandy at 759-4284.

Red Cross class scheduled

99

Fee Waived
April 15 thru May 15th

Veterans assistance will now be available at the Main Post
Office in Murray every Wednesday from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. Veterans and their families will be provided counseling and assistance
in filing claims for state and federal benefits. This is a free service provided by the state of Kentucky and there is no charge or
fee of any kind. For more information contact Sam McClaren,
regional coordinator of Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs at
1-800-928-9622.

S4

Computer Class

Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will offer
Community First Aid & Safety from 6 to 10 p.m. at the Weaks
Community Center. Successful completion of this course—will certify the participant in adult, child and infant CPR and standard first
aid. Persons interested may register prior to the class at the Red
Cross office, located on the third floor of the Weaks Center.

TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE LEDGER & TIMES

"Using The Internet"

Alf DAY PASO

Taught By Brenda Nix

Try The YMCA On Us.

kids.
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209 North 12th St.• Murray
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753-0228
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Store Wide Sale On
Selected Items!

Register At CCHS
With Phyllis Robinson
Limited To The First 30 People
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„MOVING SALE ,

Calloway
County
High School
Room #406

BRING THIS IN To EITHER BRANCH FOR ONE FREE DAY!
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Attending the first state-wide school cafeteria managers' retreat
at Bardstown were, from left, Delorise Boggess, manager
at Calloway Pre-School, Patsy Stallons, manager of North
Elementary, and Jennie Carroll, manager of Southwest Elementary, pictured with Jeff Simpson, Master Chef from
Waco, Texas, keynote speaker. A special event was taking
a ride aboard the Bardstown Dinner Train on March 26.
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Mr. and Mrs. Brian Ray Smith

Burke and Smith vows
said at Dawson Springs
Donald and Theresa Burke announce the marriage of their daughter, Erin Marie Burke. to Brian Ray Smith, son of Terry and Elizabeth Smith.
The bride is the granddaughter of the late Alphonse Burke and
Ann May Burke of Norwalk, Conn., and of the late Frank Colonese
and Annette Colonese of Derby, Conn.
The groom is the grandson of Shirley and Ann Nance of Murray
and Della Mae Wheatley of Paris, Tenn., and the late Noel Smith of
New Concord.
Mrs. Smith is a graduate of Calloway County High School and is
attending Murray State University. She is currently employed at Hutson's Ag Equipment, Inc., of Murray.
Mr. Smith is a graduate of Calloway County High School. He is
a self-employed carpenter and electrician.
The couple exchanged vows in a private ceremony on Friday, Jan
I, 1999, in Dawson Springs.
Following the ceremony the couple spent their honeymoon at Park
City Ski Resort, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Nichols named winner
Sarah E. Nichols of Benton has
been named a national award winner in mathematics by the United
States Achievement Academy.
Nichols, a student at Christian
Fellowship School, was nominated for this award by Russell Rid?,
a teacher at the school.

Her biography will appear in
the academy yearbook.
Nichols is the daughter of Larry
and Cynthia Nichols of Benton.
Her grandparents are Winona Nelson of Benton and David and
Lucille Nichols of Owensboro.

to meet Humphreys-Lattmer
wedding vows said

BRENT TIMOTHY COLE

Cole named
award winner
Brent Timothy Cole of Hazel
has been named a national award
winner in mathematics by the United States Achievement Academy.
Cole who attends Christian Fellowship School, was nominated
for the award by Russell Rich,
his mathematics teacher.
He is the son ol the Rev. Tim
and Tammy Cole of Hazel. His
grandparents are Gerald and Nedra
Cole and Darrell and Barbara
Vaughn, all of Benton.

The Murray Branch of the American Association of University
Women will have its final meetJanet Travis Humphreys of Paris, Tenn., and Charles William
ing of the year on Saturday at 9 (Chuck) Latimer Jr. of McKenzie, Tenn., were married Saturday, March
a.m. at the home of Betty Boston, 20, 1999, at 2 p.m. at the Boundbrook Drive home of the bride's
917 North 16th St., Murray.
parents, Mrs. Janet Humphreys and the late D.O. Humphreys Jr. of
This will be the annual break- Paris.
fast and fund-raising auction. Each
The Rev. Jerry Massey of First Baptist Church, Paris, officiated at
member is asked to bring some- the private ceremony attended by family and close friends.
thing to be auctioned.
The groom is the son of C.W. and Diane Latimer of Camden,
The proceeds will go toward Tenn. His grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. John Latimer of Grant, Ala.,
the Jackson Purchase AAUW schol- and the late Mr. and Mrs. Robert Taylor of Camden.
arship and the Mary Moss Carr
The bride is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. D.O.
Loan Fund, both at Murray State Humphreys Sr. and the late Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Key of Murray.
University.
The home was decorated with palms, ferns and fresh-cut spring
Former AAUW members are flowers. Ben Paschall of Puryear, Tenn., nephew of the bride, greetespecially invited.
ed the guests while Aynne Swindell of Memphis, Tenn., niece of the
Since 1881, AAUW has worked bride, served at the guest registry.
to advance equity in education for
Escorted by her nephew, Peyton Lewis of Georgetown, Texas, and
women and girls, from elemen- given in marriage by her family, the bride wore a two-piece ivory
tary school through post-doctoral silk suit with an ankle length skirt. Her jacket featured scalloped pepstudies. It welcomes visitors and lum. she carried a hand-tied bouquet of calalilies and greenery.
Katie Lewis of Georgetown served her aunt as maid of honor. She
prospective members. Membership
is open to both women and men wore a floor-length floral sundress.
C.W. Latimer served as best man for his son.
holding a bachelor's degree or
A reception followed at the Humphreys' home. A three-layer ivory
higher, and to undergraduates as
cake decorated with fresh daisies, chocolate-dipped strawberries, nuts
student members.
For more information contact and mints were served.
The couple spent their honeymoon at Fall Creek Falls State Park.
Renee Fiesta at 767-9405 or
Stephanie Schechner at 753-3401. They are now residing at 125 Paw Paw Lane, McKenzie, TN 38201.

YOU CAN'T BUY THIS.

Southern
Hope
• Manual Therapy *Massage Therapy

JointCommission
on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

908 B South 12th
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray, KY

Call For Openings

767-0060
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We are pleased to
announce that
Monica Dukes
bride-elect of
Wade Pride
has made her
domestic and
household selections
through our
bridal registry'.
Monica and Wade
will be married
May 15, 1999.

We are pleased to
announce that
Susan Green
bride-elect of
Michael Weall
has made her
domestic and
household selections
through our
bridal registry.
Susan and Michael
will be married
May 15, 1999.

We are pleased to
announce that
Mitzie Davenport
bride-elect of
Brian Wallace
has made her
domestic and
household selections
through our
bridal registry.
Mitzie and Brian
will be married
June 12, 1999.
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When you leave the hospital to go home, you feel
better, don't you?
Being at home gives you more choices. One of
those choices is Holland Medical.
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You might choose Holland because of nearly 15
years of experience in home health equipment.
There is no substitute for professional experience,
and Holland is accredited by the Joint
Commission on the Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations.
No matter which hospital you use,or which doctor you see, you still have a choice for home health
equipment. Holland is one of your choices.
You Number One Choice.
4

Holland Medical Equipment

PADUCAH
1914 Broadway • KY 42001
502-442-6311
Toll Free: 1-800-223-4947

MURRAY
905 Arcadia Circle • KY 42071
502-753-1465
Toll Free: 1-800-227-4125

N • Murray

Certified Blue Cross/Blue Shield participating supplier. Ask us about accepting Medicare assignment.
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Missing
Michael,
Wayne
and John
Where have all the heroes
gone?
That's the question many sports
fans have found themselves asking since hearing the announcement of John Elway's expected
retirement this week.
When Elway hangs up his
cleats, it will mean that three
sports legends - within the last
four months - will have said goodbye to the sports they've dominated for the past two decades.
The other two, of course, are
hockey legend Wayne Gretzky
and the great Michael Jordan.
Rarely have three players dominated their respective sports like
Elway, Gretzky .and Jordan.
Where shall we start?
Well, there's no better place
to begin than with perhaps the
greatest athlete of the 20th Century, or maybe of any century.
Jordan sent shock waves
around the world with his retirement in mid-January, saying
farewell to a league coming off
the worst labor dispute in its
50-plus-year history.
But the legacy he left behind
is unmatched.
No one has ever witnessed
the style, grace or seemingly
effortless skills that Jordan displayed on the court.
Six world championships in
seven seasons, a truckload of
awards and recognitions and
and
commercial
countless
endorsement deals have made
Jordan perhaps the most recognizable person - not to mention
athlete - in the world.
Almost the same can be said
fbr Gretzky, who's popularity in
his native Canada rivals that of
Jordan's in the United States.
For nearly two decades, he
has transcended the game of hockey from a north-of-the-border
sport to one that has become
popular throughout this country.
He too has a trophy case full
of awards and championships
that would leave any athlete green
with envy.
Which leaves us with Elway.
Elway was a member of the
much-maligned quarterback class
of 1983, which included the likes
of Dan Marino and Jim Kelly.
Before the 1997 season, Elway
mirrored his counterparts - one
of the NFL's great quarterbacks
who had never won the Super
Bowl.
In fact, Elway was lauded
more for his failures in the big
game than his record accomplishments otherwise.
But the last two NFL seasons, which have ended with a
pair of championships, have
cemented Elway's place in history.
All of this leads us to another compelling question.
To quote the words of a famous
country song, "Who's gonna fiU
their shoes?"
••••
With the college basketball
signing period in full swing, it
appears that the Murray State Racers have the makings of another great recruiting class.
Last week, the defending Ohio
Valley Conference champions
signed 6-6 guard Chris Shumate
of Louisville Male High School
and 6-5 forward Antione Whelchel
of Gainesville, Ga.
They join 6-7 forward Chiwale Bedeau of Port of Spain.
Trinidad and Lennart Christiansen,'a 6-11 center from Copenhagen, Denmark. Both signed
on last fall.
• See Page 9

•

U.S. runner Slaney stripped of medal
By STEVE HERMAN
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Mary
Slaney is approaching the bell
lap in full stride.
The greatest U.S. distance runner in track history, stripped of
her, silver medal from the 1997
world championships, is going
ahead with a lawsuit against the
sport's world governing body
despite Monday's ruling by an
arbitration panel that she failed
a drug test three years ago.
"They think they are protected over there, safe in their little cocoon." Slaney said, referring to the International Amateur
Athletic Federation headquarters
in Monte Carlo. "They can take

away whatever rights the athletes
had. This has to be addressed,
fought and changed."
Her lawyer said he doubts the
suit ever will go to trial because
the IAAF would prefer a settlement rather than make public
what he called a "sham" test for
female athletes.
"We're going to take the veil
from over how they've been operating their doping program. We're
going to find out what athletes
they've investigated, which athletes they've let off and why. to
show the whole thing is a sham."
attorney Jim Coleman said. "It's
fraudulent, and we're going to
prove that."
The suit seeks unspecified dam-

ages and also names the U.S.
Olympic Committee, which administered the test Slaney failed during the 1996 Olympic Trials. It
was filed in U.S. District Court
in Indianapolis. the home of USA
Track & Field, the sport's national governing body. although
USATF was not named as a
defendant.
The IAAF imposed the ban
after the arbitration panel said
there was "failure to establish by
clear evidence that an abnormal
T-E itestosterone-epitestosterone)
test was attributable to pathological or physiological conditions."
Slaney. 40, claimed the indication of a high level of testosterone was due to birth control

ed as proof of doping. Testospills she was taking.
USATF executive director Craig terone is a natural hormone that
Masback called the IAAF deci- increases muscle mass.
Slaney was suspended from
sion "a tragedy."
"Clearly, she's one of the great competition in 1997, then later
athletes in the sport and a pio- reinstated by USATF. The IAAF,
however, referred the case to arbineer," Masback said.
"T-E testing for women is not tration.
Richard Slaney, the runner's
supported by scientific evidence
... never mind for her particular husband, added, "According to
test. I think it's unfortunate that the IAAF, you're guilty until you
the IAAF decided to pursue this prove your innocence."
Mary Slaney, the 1983 world
case after we exonerated her.
They should come up with a champion at 1,500 and 3,000
legal test, not pursue someone who meters, is free to compete since
the IAAF said she had retroacis innocent."
The T-E ratio normally is about tively completed her two-year ban
1-to-1, but a routine urine test in June 1998. But she loses the
showed Slaney had more than a medal she won in 1997 at Paris
6-1 ratio, which the IAAF regard- in the 1,500 meters.

Anderson to
coach Virgin
Islands team

File photo

Murray State men's basketball coach Tevester Anderson will coach the U.S. Virgin Islands national basketball team at the Central American Caribbean Games in Havana. Cuba, May 4-10.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & limes
Murray State head men's basketball coach Tevester Anderson will once again lead the U.S. Virgin Islands national
basketball team into competition, this time coaching the
_team at the Central American Caribbean Games in Havana,
Cuba.
Following six days of practice in Miami, Anderson will
take his squad to Havana for the tournament, which runs
May 4-10. The tournament is a qualifier for the Pan Am
Games, which will be held in Winnipeg, Canada, in July.
Anderson, who led the Racers to a 27-6 record and an
appearance in the NCAA Tournament in his first year as
head coach, will lead the U.S. Virgin Islands for the 15th
time.
"I've enjoyed coaching them because as an (college)
assistant it gave me a chance to coach my own team every
year," said Anderson, who was named co-Ohio Valley Coach
of the Year last season. "As a head coach now, it gives
me the chance to experiment with things can come back
and use with my own team."
A year ago in Venezuela, Anderson led the U.S. Virgin
Islands to an upset victory of Puerto Rico, which later
defeated the United States in the Pan Am Games.
"This team is one of the better teams we've had," Anderson said.

Erstad's homer lifts Anaheim
The Associated Press
BaLis in the lineup for a home
game for the first time since opening night, Mo Vaughn was happy.
That's became he went 2-for-3
with two RBIs and the Anaheim
Angels beat the Toronto Blue Jays
4-3 on Darin Erstad's 11th-inning
homer.
"This was a good win for the
team," said Vaughn, who was
recovering from a sprained ankle
until last Thursday, when the Angels
activated him in Kansas City.
"We need to keep playing with
the same intensity we had tonight.'

Vaughn said. "We need to remain
positive. This is a team that will
fight to the end — and you need
some breaks to go with it, too."
Erstad homered off Nerio
Rodriguez (0-1) leading off the
bottom of the 11th, sending Toronto to its fourth consecutive loss
following an eight-game winning
streak.
"We kept battling, and that was
a good sign," Erstad said. "The
whole team came out with a lot
more intensity, which was something that we've been lacking.
We've got to go out there every

night and play like that."
In other AL games. it was Minnesota 6, Boston 2; Cleveland 5.
Oakland 4 in 10 innings; and
Detroit 7. Seattle 0.
Shannon Stewart went 4-for-.5
for the Blue Jays and Anthony
Saunders went 2-for-4 with a tworun double in his major league
debut.
Troy Percival (1-1) pitched a
hitless 11th for the win.
Twins 6, Red Sox 2
Toni Hunter hit a grand slam,
drove in a career-high five runs
and made two key defensive plays

in center field as Minnesota stopped
a five-game losing streak.
Brad Radke (2-2) scattered eight
hits in six innings and struck out
four to win his first game since
the Twins' opener April 6. Hunter
aided him with a home run-saving catch and a strong throw to
the plate in the sixth.
Hunter's fourth-inning grand
slam at the Metrodome — the
12th in the major leagues this
season — came off Tim Wakefield (1-3), beaten by the Twins
for the second time in nine career
starts.

CCHS tenths
tops Marshall
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
DRAFFENVILLF, Ky: - Calloway County's tennis teams
swept Marshall County Monday,
with the Lady Lakers rolling to
a 9-0 win and the Laker boys
prevailing 6-3.
With the wins, the Lady Lakers improved to 11-3 on the season while the Calloway boys'
squad moved to 12-2.
II See Page 9

Braves head home
after long road trip
Atlanta 8-3 on journey
By STEVEN WINE
AP Sports Writer
MIAMI(AP) — The Atlanta Braves
got plenty of mileage out of the second-longest trip in franchise history.
Atlanta went 8-3 on a four-city.
I5-day coast-to-coast expedition and
happily headed home Monday night
after beating the Florida Marlins 53.
"It was a great road trip," manager Bobby Cox said. "We played
well in almost every game. If you
told me before the trip that we would
go 8-3, I would have taken it, and
then we don't have to go."
The trip to Philadelphia, Denver,
Los Angeles and Miami included a
snowout. a rainout and two off days.
The only longer Atlanta trip was during the 1996 Olympics.
_ "I'm .ready to go home. I haven't
worn clean clothes in about a week,"
pitcher Kevin Millwood said.
The NL East leaders had a 10-run
ninth inning in one victory and a

seven-run 12th inning in another. On
Monday, they scored twice in the
ninth when Walt Weiss hit a tie-breaking RBI single and Andruw Jones
stole home on a botched rundown.
In Monday night's only other NI.
game, Houston beat Arizona 5-2.
The Braves broke a 3-all tie in
the ninth against Antonio Alfonseca
(0-3). Javy Lopez singled to lead off
and advanced on a sacrifice. Jones
was intentionally walked by Matt
Mantel. and Lopez scored when Weiss'
grounder glanced off the glove of a
diving Derrek Lee at first base.
Atlanta then added another run. With
runners at first and third, pitcher Rudy
Seanez missed an attempted squeeze
bunt, catching Jones off third. But
he scored and the Braves were credited with a double steal when the
Marlins bungled the rundown.
"About 80 percent of the time the
opposition is going to get you out,"
• See Page 9

File photo

Atlanta's Andruw Jones stole home on a botched rundown in the ninth Inning
against Florida Monday to give the Braves a 5-3 win over the Marlins and complete
a 15-day road trip at 8-3.
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NBA playoff race
tightens at top as
Spurs,Blazers win
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball WrIter
The race to be No. I is tight, too.
In a playoff race marked by several teams trying to squeeze into
the bottom few spots, things became cluttered among the elite
Monday night as Utah lost and
Portland and San Antonio won.
With just nine days left in the
regular season, only 1 1/2 games
separate the Jazz (34-11), Trail
Blazers(33-11)and Spurs (32-12).
"It's great to be Pacific Division
champions," Portland coach Mike
Dunleavy said after the Blazers defeated the Denver Nuggets 93-77.
"But that's just the first step. We
want to win the Western Conference, too. We want the home court
throughout the playoffs."
Portland moved within a halfgame of the Jazz after Utah was
surprised 99-85 at home . by the
Phoenix Suns. San Antonio: meanwhile, moved within a game of
Utah in the loss column by outlasting the Los Angeles Clippers 9488.
"Everybody's excited because
Utah lost," Spurs guard Avery
Johnson said. "Hopefully by this
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The 11 and under girls' basketball team from Calloway
County placed third in the state AAU tournament April 1618. The team finished with a record of 5-2 to claim the
bronze medal. Team members are (front, from left) Carrie
Radke, Halee Wyatt, Brystyn Prowell, Chelsea Morris, Kalyn
Fox; (back, from left) coach Morris, Whitney Waddell, Brittany Collins, coach Fox, Jessica Greer, Ashley Thweatt
and coach Hill. The team will be one of three representing Kentucky in the national AAU tournament July 2-10 in
Kenner, La.
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Basketball camps set at CCHS in June
Calloway County High School will host two basketball Camps in June.
The fundamental camp will be June 4, 5 and 7-11 for girls who will be
in grades K-8 and boys who will be in grades K-9 in the 1999-2000 school
year. Girls times are 7:45 to 11:30 a.m. daily with the boys' camp from noon
to 3:45 p.m. each day.
The shooting camp will be July 5, 6, 8 and 9, with boys' and girls' sessions running together from 5 to 8:30 p.m. each day.
The cost for the fundamental camp is $50, with the cost of the shooting camp $35, or both camps for $75. For more information, call Calloway
County High School at 762-7374 for Scott Sivills (extension 159) or Chris
King (ext. 216).

The Murray State women's rowing team competed at the West Virginia
Governor's Cup regatta Saturday with the MSU women's varsity eights tak.ng a third place finish in a 500-meter race.
Murray State will next compete at the Central Region Sprints May 15 in
Oak Ridge, lenn.
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Jones said. 'Fortunately they..
dropped the ball and I Scored."
Marlins manager John Boles
said Jones deserved credit for forcing a bad throw by third baseman Kevin One.
"People say. 'You botched a
rundown,' but fast runners can cause
that stuff," Boles said. "You don't
have anybody that can run and
catch them."
Seanez (I-0) pitched 1 1-3
innings to complete the five-hitter. Millwood fallowed four hits in
7 1-3 innings and left with a 32 lead.
Atlanta went ahead in the seventh when Randall Simon doubled
and Jones followed with his third
homer. Jones also tripled leading

From Page 8
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off the third and scored on Otis
Nixon's two-out single.
Jones turned 22 Friday.
—The guy has hurt us every
way imaginable in this series,"
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From Page 8
With the strength of those four
recruits and all but three players
back from last year's squad, the
Racers should again be the class
of the OVC in the 1999-2000 season.
However, the program could
get even stronger if NISU is able

ly Lakhe seaboys'

weekend we'll be vying for the best
record in the NBA."
Elsewhere, Miami clobbered
Cleveland 90-65, Golden State
topped Sacramento 114-89, New
York defeated Charlotte 91-84,
Houston crushed the Los Angeles
Lakers 102-80, Milwaukee beat
Washington 99-91 and Dallas defeated Chicago 101-93.
Walt Williams, who didn't play
the night before against Minnesota,
scored a season-high 28 points for
Portland.
Williams shot I I-of-19, including 4-of-6 from 3-point range, and
had six rebounds, four assists and
three blocked shots.
"That had never happened be:
fore — not playing because of a
coach's decision," Williams said. "I
didn't handle it well at all. It didn't
feel good. I was upset. So I came
out very aggressive tonight. I
wasn't enjoying myself, I was just
in a zone. I definitely had something to prove out there."
Arvydas Sabonis added 14
points and nine rebounds for the
Blazers, who never trailed as they
improved their home record to a
league-best 21-2.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King

901 Sycamore

NBA STANDINGS
All Times CDT
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
Pct GB
14
30
682
—
17 630
29
x-Orlando
2
Philadelphia
25
19
568
5
24
21
New York
5336 1.2
18
27 40012 12
Boston
16
29
35614 112
Washington
14
30 318 16
New Jersey
Central Division
29
16 644
x-Indiana
28
17 .622
x-Atlanta
4
Milwaukee
25
20 556
Detroit
24
20 5454 1.12
22
22 5006 1/2
Charlotte
22
22 _5006 1/2
Toronto
Cleveland
21
23 4777 1/2
26117 1/2
Chicago
12
34
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
L
Pct GB
11 .756
x-Utah
34
32
12
7271 1/2
x-San Antonio
17 622
28
6
x-Houston
12
Minnesota
23 489
22
18,
16
Dallas
29 356
14
31
20
Denver
311
8
37
178 26
Vancouver
Pacific Division
y-Portland
33
11
750
—
587
7
L.A. Lakers
27
19
Phoenix
24
21
5339 1/2
22
23 48911 1/2
Sacramento
12
Seattle
21
23 417
Golden Stale
20
25 44413 1/2
L.A. Clippers
9
36
20024 1/2

753-8355

x-clinched playott berth
y-clinched division title
Monday's Games
Miami 90 Cleveland 65
New York 91, Charlotte 84
Houston 102, L.A. Lakers 80
Milwaukee 99, Washington 91
Dallas 101, Chicago 93
Phoenix 99. Utah 85
Portland 93. Denver 77
Golden State 114, Sacramento 89
San Antonio 94 L.A. Clippers 88
Tuesday's Games
Charlotte at Toronto, 6 p.m.
Detroit at Bostob, 6 p.m.
Cleveland at Philadelphia, 6 p.m.
Miami at New Jersey, 7 p.m.
Orlando at Indiana, 7 p.m.
Vancouver at Dallas. 7:30 p.m
San Antonio at Sacramento, 9:30 p.m.
Utah at Seattle, 9:30 p.m.
Wednesday's Games
Washington at Orlando, 6:30 p.m.
-New. Jersey at Detroit. 6:30 p.m.
New York at Atlanta. 6:30 p.m.
Phoenix at Minnesota, 7 p.m.
Toronto at Milwaukee. 7:30 p.m.
Seattle at Portland, 9 p.m.

NHL faces another racial
accusation in playoff game NTennis...

MSU women's rowing competes

Anderiational
frig the
lavana,
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Boles said. "He's a special guy."
Atlanta fans will get to see
Jones for the first time in more
than two weeks when the Braves
open a nine-game homestead
tonight against Pittsburgh. Counting spring training, the Braves
have been away from Atlanta 59
of the past 69 days.
.
"We thought we were never
going to go home." Jones said.
"But we won the last day, so
we're happy."
Astros 5, Diamondbacks 2
Jose Lima won his third straight
start and Jeff Bagwell and Richard
Hidalgo drove in two runs each
at Houston.
Lima (3-1) allowed both runs
and seven hits in eight innings, retiring 11 of 13 in one stretch. Billy
Wagner finished for his sixth save.
Todd Stottlemyre (2-1) lost for
the first time in five starts this
season, allowing all five runs —
just three earned — and six hits
and five walks in six innings

to land highly-regarded Alonzo
Lane of Canton, Miss., who reportedly has narrowed his list to Murray State and Southeastern Conference member Ole Miss.
Looks like we could be hanging another banner in the Regional Special Events Center pretty
soon!

By KEN BERGER
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA (AP)
When Sandy McCarthy and Tie
Domi mocked each other with
playful gestures and trash talk, it
seemed like typical tough-guy posturing.
McCarthy says it was much
more than that, accusing Domi of
uttering a racial slur during the
playoff game between Philadelphia
and Toronto on Monday night.
"He dropped an N-bomb on
me," said McCarthy, a Flyers forward who is part black and part native American.
Domi flatly denied the accusation and accused McCarthy ofspitting in his face. The Maple Leafs
defeated the Flyers 2-1, but the incident threatened to embroil the
league in another racial controversy
in the middle of the playoffs.
"He spit in my face, so maybe
he was looking for some excuse::
Domi said. "I would never use

those kind of words, and he knows
that. He can say what he wants."
NHL supervisor John D'Amico
said he would immediately notify
commissioner Gary Bettman and
Colin Campbell, the league's disciplinarian.
"I'll phone them and tell them
exactly what has happened, and it's
up to them on how they want to investigate," D'Amico said.
Flyers general manager Bob
Clarke declined to say whether he
would ask for an investigation,
which would be the league's fourth
in a little more than a year as it attempts to cope with race relations
in the sport.
-Will the _league look into it?
Yes.- D'Amico said.

From Page 8
In girls' action, Calloway Ann
Taylor heat out Lindsey Phillips
7-5, 7-6 (7-4 in a tiebreaker).
Heather Saxon beat Marie Meadows 8-0, Amy Travis downed Becky
Wilson 8-3, Jessica Lemons won
over Erin Lovett 8-1, Bethany
O'Rourke blanked Emily Gann 80, as did Julia Franklin in beating Mandy Wood.
Calloway won all three doubles
matches
8-0
as
Travis/O'Rourke topped Meadows/Wilson, Lemons/Franklin beat
Gann/Wood
and
Kelly
Taylor/Bethany Pate beat Becky

Dusing/Blair Bushart.
In boys' play, Craig Jacobs beat
Paul Wurth 8-6, Bryan Meurer
won over Nick Tapp 8-1, Michael
D'Elia topped Evan Moore 8-3,
Derrick Edwards blanked Danny
McClendon 8-0, Joe McDaniel fell
to Ross Jones 8-6 and Matt Leet
lost to Paul Holt 8-1.
In doubles, D'Elia/Edwards beat
Wurth/Moore 8-4, McDaniel/Leet
topped Tapp/Holt 8-4 and Jacob
Abbott/Jeremy Boles fell to
Jones/Holt 8-3.
Calloway is scheduled to host
Murray today at 4. The boys'
teams will play at Murray State
with the girls playing at Calloway.

s

OSSEY
HEATING & COOLING
9307 State Route 94E
Murray, KY 42071

Serring the area with Honesty & Esperienee

RACEWAY AUTO SALES
300 South 4th

753-9586

Murray's Only s3,000 and Under Lot
Owner - Donnie Winchester
92 Grand Am Coupe, sporty V6

3,500,
$3
,900

91 Chevy Lumina Euro, 91,000 mi., sharp
INSTALLATIONS
COMMERCIAL • RESIDENTIAL
• RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT
• MOBILE HOMES

•
• 24 Hour
Service

Financing
Available

Need a
(1.1b47.1
• call
• or (-Joe

Carrier
CUSTOM MADE INDOOR INEATTIBr

753-9911

McCLARD'S •
TOWING ••
•

207 S. 7th St. • Murray

753-9132

24 Hr.
Emergency

Owned & Operated By
Glenn Cossey

93 Hyundai Scoupe, moon roof 83,000 ml

$3,000

93 Plymouth Duster, V6, nice

$3,300

92 Chevy Cavalier, 81,000 mi.

$3,000

86 Mazda B200, truck. local

$2,200

90 Chevy Lumina Euro, red

$2,950

94 Suzuki Sidekick, convertible top
88 Grand Prix, V6. dependable

54,150
s2,350

89 Ford Escort, Sunroof

$1,150

86 Chrysler Fifth Avenue, 1 owner, new tires

$1,050

82 Chevy Sil Truck, good mech.

$1,850

86 Chevy Sil Truck, local

$2,300

KYLICM03400

•
•
•
•
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Murray State Baseball
Has One of the Largest Selections of
Nuts 8 Bolts In Western Kentucky,

3100

Bred ba I I

I

IN STOCK!

'Weds atuuHOme Tomorrow..'
WEDNESDAY AT 3 PM VS. UT-MARTIN
Next at home May 8 vs. SE Missouri

File photo

Inning

different
With Over
sizes and types. Including: stainless
steel nuts, washers 6 bolts, and Special
Purpose Fastners in Grades 2-5-8
standard S metric thread nuts 5 bolts.

MURRAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

"Your Hometown Hardware Store"

•
•

206 East Main • 753-3361

Dmplete

Free admission / Games played at Reagan Field
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

Ad Deadlines

CLASSIFIED Al) RATES

753-1916

Disptis
$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
0 411 3 .4,Is %lido R•ut Wuhan 6 Dui Pertad
das nit per nord per 10 tor eh additional conscianive day
,p,n Guide)$2 00 cora for blind bon ads

Just Say "Charge It"

"STARSEARCH**

INVITATION TO BID
The Housing Authority of Murray will
receive bids on used ranges, refrigerators.
Xerox copier, office furniture, doors, yard
equipment, trailer, pressure washer, power
tools, vacuums, compressor, tool boxes,
chairs, tables etc. There is in excess of 150
sale items. Sale will be conducted on an
as/is/where-is basis. The items may be seen
at the Housing Authority of Murray
Maintenance Building located at 615 La
Follette Drive on Thursday. April 29, 1999
between 8:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.
Bids must be sealed and delivered to reach
the Housing Authority office, located at 716
Nash Drive. Murray, Kentucky 42071,
2:15 p.m. April 29, 1999, at which time a public bid opening will be conducted. Items purchased must be paid for immediately following bid opening. All sales items purchased
MUST be picked up no later than 5:00 p.m
on the day of sale.
The Housing Authority of Murray reserves
the right to reject any and all bids, if deemed
to be in the best interest of the Housing
Authority.

Notice

Notice

insurance is now
standardized in 10
plans and we write
all 10.

AVON
$ Unlimited earnings thru
sales and MLM Call for
details 1-888-669-6820
Toll free
BRICK Layers Needed
Call 527-8275
DRIVERS
OTR Semi dump/ van,
class Al hazmat, excellent
pay/ benefits Home weekends Year round work
Call today 502-492-8892
FULL Time job opening for
reliable person for Termite
Department Experience
preferred but not required.
Good pay & benefits with
opportunities for advancement. Applicants must be
neat in appearance. Apply
in person weekdays 9:00
to 3:00 at 1302 N. 12th St.,
Murray, KY.

PHOTOGRAPHER

The part A deductible
you, or your insurance
must pay has been
increased
to $768 in 1999.
For more information
call:

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or natloroxl(it1-800.455-4199
'our 36th Year of servici•T

ALTERATIONS Arid CusPirouette
tom sewing
Fashions 767-0579
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
AVON beauty products
merchandise Call
and
Ann at 436-2421 or 7534668
BIBLE message 759-5177

MANAGER TRAINEE
753-1001
A management position
can be yours after six
months specialized trainLost and Found
ing. Entry level managers
FOUND Tues at Bee can earn up to $25,000Creek soccer fields Pet $35.000 first year. We will
send you to school for a
bird does great wolf
minimum of 2 weeks, exwhistle 753-7905 or
penses paid, train you in
762-6298
the field by local manager
with a guaranteed income
THIS space is reserved
to start selling and servicthe day might come,
ing established accounts.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home. You need to have a good
car, be bondable, be ambiJust give us a call, well tious/ sports-minded, 21 or
older, and aggressive. Mabe glad to help,
jor medical, dental, 401K
Your loved one we'll
savings plan second to
try to find,
Cause we all have Furry none
CALL NOW
or Feathered Friends.
10AM- 6PM
Here at the
753-5986
Ledger & Times.
ASK FOR MR. PORTNER

Call 753-1916

otsloyellite
Justin Crosser
Computer Repair, Upgrade,
Training & Installation

502-759-8662 or
502-759-2422
415 S. 4th St.

Crass)

t
Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
Fine Furnishings at "Euerydav" Discount Price.,

-Norwalk -Stanley 'Hooker
-Kimball'Universal 'Broyhill
Pulaski •Restonic'Basset -Kesler
1/0“
S.,
Downtown
Murray

Singers, Bands. Groups all
styles/ ages Major record
label executives seeking
new artists Coming to Paducah. KY 901-427-2639/
427-9514

LOSE 10 to 100 Pounds.
naturally
Money back
WE stock ponds, 10" Fin
guarantee
gerling Catfish or 112 to
'Experience more energy
3Ib 1.25 per lb. Thomas
'Lose weight & inches
Fish Farm Call to place
immediately
order 502-436-2027 or
'Doctor recommended
436-2002
'World leading nutritional
WEDDING
company 888-632-6119

1999 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement

103 S.
3rd St.

Free
Financing

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies have
an alternate plan of care that may pay
for care in your own home if you would
otherwise have to go to the nursing
home.
Everyone would rather stay at home
if possible and now we may be able to
provide the money under the alternate
plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

Het() Wanted

Help Wanted

Legal Notice

NETWORK Analyst, Networking & Microcomputer
Services. Information Systems Department, Murray
State University. Regular
full time position. Position
to begin May 1999.
Qualifications: Bachelor's
degree supplemented by
one year of network support experience which includes Windows NT and
TCP/IP A master's degree
in computer science will
substitute for one year experience requirement Programming, network services, systems support or
production support experience may substitute for
the bachelor's degree on a
year for year basis. Technical or vocational training
will substitute for the degree requirement on a
year for year basis. ATM
and Web development experience desirable
Responsibilities: Provide
support to users of the
campus network and make
recommendations, based
on appropriate trends in
technology, for upgrading
or improving existing network. Complex problem
determination and resolution related to network
hardware and software.
Maintain hardware, software and operating systems in the LAN and perform other duties as required Application Deadline: May 5, 1999 To Apply: Submit letter of application. resume and the
names, addresses and
phone numbers of three
references to Brenda Rowland, Manager, Networking
& Microcomputer Services,
Information Systems, MSU
PO Box 9. Murray, KY
42071 Murray State University is an equal education and employment opportunity. M/F/D, AA employer_
NOW accepting applications for meat department
help Apply in person at
D&T Foods 623 South
4th Murray

VISA

n,Ar?PY

060

060

010

Fri. 11 a.m
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

52 25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Lint Ads Si, 01) minimum I
S2 00 tutu tor Shopper , Tt,

Deadline Day & Time

Publish

NOW Hiring for all shifts.
See any manager after
2:30 p.m Apply in person
at Wendy's of Murray.
NOW taking applications
for all positions. Apply in
person at Heartland House
Restaurant, Hwy 641 N.
NOW taking applications
for Service Station attendants. Must have knowledge of automobile mechanics. Apply at 641
Shell in Murray.
OTR needed. Only serious
need apply! 502-545-7103.
PAINTERS: Black's Decorating Center of Murray.
KY is recruiting for experienced painters, $9.00 per
hour to start with. Opportunities for advancement
and benefits Affordable
group health insurance
available. Interested persons should leave voice
mail message by calling
502-759-8609. No walk in
applications being accepted. Equal Opportunity employer.
QUALIFIED
appliance
technician, experience &
own tools required Salary
based on experience Call
767-9552
THE First United Methodist Church of Benton. Kentucky is accepting resumes for the position of
Administrative Financial
Secretary. We are seeking
a person with prior experience. computer word processing and accounting
knowledge. A people person wit knowledge of The
United Methodist Church.
We are a town square
Church, relocating to new
facilities n the near future;
expect a growing. challenging, flexible environment. No telephone calls
please. Send resume to
The Search Committee.
First United Methodist
Church, P.O. Box 427.
Benton, KY. 42025.
THE United States Department of Agriculture will be
hiring temporary summer
workers as field assistants
to measure Dark Fire and
Dark Air- Cured tobacco
crops in the field. Applications may be secured at
the FSA Office. 88 Robertson Road South. Applicants must be 18 years of
age or 17 years of age is a
high school graduate
EEO.
UNITED Transportation
Jackson. TN seeking drivers New equipment. benefit package, home most
weekends. Truck stays
with driver. Local recruiter!
901-247-5888.
WANTED: Experienced
Telemarketer. Call
753-0171 or 800-811-9487

WANTED OTR Drivers
Must be 23yrs old, w/CDL
and clean MVR Conventional trucks Home on
Mostly 500
weekends
mile radius 270-382-3940
270-382-2715 after 5pm
WORK FROM HOME!
Home based business
Full training provided
$500 to $5,000 Part time/
Full time 888-939-3826
070
Dornesbc &
Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business., Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.
HAVE 2 openings left for
cleaning Office or home
437-4902 Leave message
100
Business
Opportunity
MARKETING in herbal
botanical skin care. cosmetics, nutritional products. Unlimited income
Call Pam Perry,
502-522-8758
140
Want to Buy
CASH for G.I. Joes Toys.
Old or New. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good. used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 121h, Murray.
FURNITURE (Antique or
Primitive), Collectables,
and other antiques. 1
piece or all. Call 753-3633.
WANT To Buy Used Cars
and Trucks, any condition.
Nights 436-6032
WANTED: Riding mowers,
go-carts, & 4-wheelers that
need work 436-2867.
150

Articles
For Sale

Mobile Homes For Rent

+ Birthdays 9 Graduation
•Good Luck•Bon Voyage
# •Just Because

SEE us for your barn or SUITABLE for 1 or 2 peoroof metal. Cut to length. ple Has garage, porches
Covers 36 inches, many half acre lot $200 a
colors. Economy Metal & month 753-6012
Supply Co. 489-2722,
SPECIAL Slabs for sale.
Oak & mix hard wood
$6.00 a bundle until June 1/2 ACRE lot, $100 month
753-6012
1st. Picked up at Mill 11
miles East of Paris.
2 SPACES available now
901-644-0077.
North of Murray. 767TOBACCO Slabs for sale. 9435.
Delivered, More informa- LOT for rent 492-8488
tion call 502-382-2418.
WEDDING gown. long,
eitsuness Rentals
simple lines, elegant, size
8, $200. Plaid recliner $50
Fitness Flyer $100. 753Office Space
8859.
Various size units

Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square

753-1713
23,000 BTU Air Conditioner. 2 years old. $250. Refrigerator with ice maker,
like new. $250. Call after 5
pm until 8pm. 435-4158.
SEARS Frostless Refrigerator. Portable clothes
washer. Call 753-3300.
160
Home Furnishings
2PC living room group
$14 95/wk Call 753-4663
group
BEDROOM
$15/wk Call 753-4663

1 RED Belly Ford Tractor
1 Five Foot bush hog, 1
heavy duty scraper blade,
1 boom pole. All in good
shape. $2800. Can be
seen at 1621 Old Newburg
Road. George 436-5084.

Call now and make somebody's day'

Murray Ledger & Times 753-1916
(Area Title Researcher)
Must have dependable transportation and
good handwriting. Will train. No cost Or
obligation.

(Call 1-800-701-2273)
"Openings in Calloway County"
"Training in Calloway County"

Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621

TN'

OHAM I LTON-RYKER

COMPAfty

COMMERCIAL Building
120'x50' paved parking lot.
Building can be divided
Located on South 4th
Street. Excellent condition.
Call 436-2935 or 753-0839
building
COMMERCIAL
over 1800sq ft., 3 overhead doors. Location. 5
points. More information,
Rogers Enterprises
753-5140
OFFICE or retail space in
the Southside Shopping
Center 753-4509
OFFICE or Retail space
on South 4th Street. Next
to Bunny Bread store.
753-7618.

FOR LEASE
Prime Retail Space
2,000 sq. ft. &
7.800 sq. ft.
located in
Bel-Air Center
Murray, KY

numAm

Resouncti

Immediate Openings
Weekend Shift
Apply at
Hamilton-Ryker Office
908 C. S. 12th St.

HOW DO YOU DEFINE
SUCCESS
Ccoluirlisehars
Help others while helping yourself. When you
help families with their advance planning cemetery decisions, you'll be making a difference in
their lives and yours, too. High commissions, full
benefits, 4014k) and flexibility of working for
yourself.
Call Johnny Stroup at: 753-0580
10 to 11:30 a.m. to schedule an interview.
MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS
Hwy.641 N. Murray
E OE/M/F/DA'

Call 753-4751

Articles
For Sale

ALMO Country Store and
Crawford's Garden Center.
AN electric wheel chair Intersection 1824 & 464.
Almo, KY.
753-1934_
Top of the line. Excellen
condition. First $2600. Cal Mother's Day gifts. Ceramic angels, silk arrange436-5561. Leave mes
ments & painted concrete
sage.
items. Rose bushes, hangFARLANDS Travel Office
ing baskets, concrete bird
furniture for sale Please
baths, fountains. benches
call 753-4646 for appointtables. Wooden bird
&
ment, or stop by at 5:306 30. Tues, Wed, Thur. houses, benches & wheel
barrows. Arriving daily, anPriced to sell!
perennials, herbs
Tiller, Push nuals,
GARDEN
and vegetable plants.
Tool
Plow,
Push
Mower.
mower,
Belt. Mail Box and Electric DYNAMARK
12hp, 39in cut, with grass
Hand Saw. 753-6240.
MATTRESS' Smith Ma- catcher, $650. Call 753tress Factory, Symsonia 9610 after 5pm.
KUBOTA 7hp tiller, electric
Ky 502-851-3160.
start, like new, $850. Call
MOTORCYCLE Helmets,
753-1555
camo clothing, camping
supplies & work boots.
New & used guns Jerry's
Sporting Goods in Mayfield
1988 CLUB Car, protective
floor mats, fender protecors. Very good condition,
$800. 753-6491.

;0111PLE , E

1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109.
11/2 BLOCKS from campus, 2br apt. $275/mo plus
deposit, some pets OK
753-4249. Leave message
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty. 753-4444.
1BR like new, dishwasher.
w/d, available now. Coleman RE 759-4118.
1BR. 1 bath, stove & refrigerator furnished, w/d
hookup. New carpet, new
paint, window a/c. Near
university, $200/mo plus
$200 security deposit. Call
753-4845 M-F, 8am-4pm.
Evenings 435-4181.
1BR, apartment. All appliances furnished. Located
on Chris Drive. Pets allowed with deposit. Call
759-8524.

WE'RE GREEN
AND GROWING!

1BR, c
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Brandon Auto World is growing and
we would like to add you to our sales
team.
If you are looking for a career in
automotive sales with a great opportunity to advance.
We are committed to being the volume dealer of Calloway County.
Respect, training, good atmosphere.
and quality products will be at your
disposal!
Sound good?

Send your resume to Sales Position
P.O. Box 150, Murray, KY 42071
Attn: T.R. Robbins, Gen. Mgr.

1

4:
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vL GREENSCAPE
NURSERY
Bedding Plants, Hanging Baskets plus
WAVE Petunias & over 20 colors
of Geraniums

RECONDITIONED upright
piano. Excellent for someone taking lessons or
church Sunday School
dept. $400. 753-0126.
Home Lots For Sale
NO down payment Lot
ready for mobile home
767-9435

mos For Sale

Weekdays 2-6 p.m. - Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

1107 Potts Road
ri mile off Hwy 121 between Stella and Coldwater)

489-2756

Freedom F
SPRING
CITY-WIDE
YARD SALE
Sat., May 1, 1999 • 7 a.m. - 3 p.m.
100+ YARD SALES ALLOVER TOti '
Maps with sites of yard sales and
descriptions of items to he sold are
asailable for SI in the'
141orri” liourism
/
Commission oflice at the Commerce tenter
in front of the 11 al-NIart Supercenter on
April 30 from 7:341 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. and
May I from 6 a.m. - Noon.
For more information, call
759-2199 or I-WI-715-50w

iMINP Minh

1979 LIBERTY 14x70,
11.2 bath, 3br $6500
502-382-2552
1984 SUNSHINE 14x80
3br, 2 bath $14500 Call
759-4685
1996 16x60 PRINCETON
2br. 2 bath 1 owner, Must
sell 767-9046
1996 16x80 FLEETWOOD
Excellent condition
3Br. 2 bath Vinyl, shingle
Must see in Fox
Meadows
$135 to move in
753-8010 or 841-1985
Homes For Rent
2BR, 1 bath, doublewide
94E, 4 miles 759-4118
2BR, sewer & water No
pets 1/$275.- 527-8808
outside Hardin
4BR, 21/2 bath, MH w/addition in Almo $375/mo,
no pets, deposit 753-4937
M-F, 8-5

BRIGGS & STRATTON CORPORATION, the world's largest producer of engines for the outdoor power equipment industry currently has
excellent career opportunities for qualified engineers in the following
positions:

flu

Product Engineer
- Small Engine Division
Engineering
Small Engine
Responsibilities include product engineering activities at the Murray, KY
plant and the direction of activities of product designers and engine technicians. Candidate will be responsible for cost reduction, standardization
of components and projects related to the products produced at the
Murray, KY facility.
The work will require interpersonal and communication skills to deal
with diverse groups of people. The ideal candidate must be able to proide engineering support in a high volume, cost-effective manufacturing
environment.
Qualifications Include:
• Ability to apply technical knowledge and creative thinking towards
improved product designs.
• Must be able to analyze designs, review detailed drawings, create bill
of materials and process engineerings change orders.
• The preferred candidate will have knowledge of CAD, Geometric
Dimensioning and Tolerancing, Failure Mode and Effect Analysis and
strengths of materials.
• A Bachelors degree in Mechanical Engineering, Engineering
Mechanics or equivalent is required.
• 1-3 years of engineering experience preferred.
We offer a comprehensive salary and benefit package. If you meet the
requirements for this position and would like to join Briggs & Stratton's
manufacturing team, send your resume in confidence to:

Paul Newby
BRIGGS & STRATTON CORPORATION
110 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Apartments For Rent

Homes For Sale

Houses For Rent

Apartments For Rent

Used Coro

Services

Services Offered
I

Offered
1BR, close to university &
hospital. Some utilities
paid Call 753-8756.
1BR, near MSU, $200/mo
Coleman RE 759-4118.
1.BR, new, appliances furnished_ Including washer
and dryer $325. 1 year
lease. 436-5725.

on
Ate

ray!

.1916

er)

n and
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1BR, newly decorated, low
utilities, no pets, $225/mo
753-3949
2BR apt, central h/a, carport. Wiswell Rd, $350
rent & deposit. Also 3br
house, central h/a, 206 S.
12th St. 753-3415 or 7537123.
2BR duplex, central h/a,
furnished.
appliances
Available now. Coleman
RE 759-4118.

HOUSE with work shop. In LOT for sale in Misty
Creek Lake Meadows Subdivision by
Jonathan
area. 1br, 1 bath, semi- Oaks Country Club. Call
furnished. Gas heat, and after 5pm. 753-8432.
air. No pets. $275/ morth
NORTH WOOD
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath plus deposit Call 474BUSINESS PARK
duplex w/garage, applian- 2003.
1.25- 2.5 Acre lots for
ces furnished, central gas
NICE 2 br house available business & light industry.
h/a, 1yr lease, 1 mo. de5-1-99. No pets! Rent City limits. All utilities. 753posit No pets 753-2905
$375, deposit required
1362 ext. 129.
753-7920.

VERY nice duplex wall
appliances, 2br, 2 bath
w/garage. June 1st_ 904 N
20th St. 753-3119.

Farms For Sale

BEDROOM in pleasant
home. Share large living
room, kitchen, & bath, w/d,
cable tv., $170 utilities included. 753-9211.
ROOMS For Rent at Sigma Chi House for summer
Utilities paid. For more info. call Rob at 753-3682 or
2BR, 1 bath w/carport, Doug at 759-9903.
central h/a, appliances fur- SLEEPING
MOM.
nished, $475/mo, 1yr $150/mo. Coleman RE,
lease, 1 mo deposit, 753753-9898.
2905 or 753-7536
2BR, central gas h/a, appliances
furnished
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
2, 3 & 4BR houses, lease
753-9898.
& deposit required
2BR, upstairs. No pets.
753-4109
$285, month & deposit.
2BR in country. Coleman
489-2296.
RE. 759-4118.
3BR, 2 bath, all appliances
2BR, 1 bath near campus.
furnished. 710 Bagwell.
$395 plus utilites and de753-7903 or 753-7813.
posit. (502) 492-6161 or
3BR, 2 full bath Duplex. 762-3994.
C/H/A, w/d hookup. Appli2BR, 2 bath, brick home.
ances furnished, fenced in
No pets! Appliances furbackyard. No pets! $500 a
nished. $450 plus deposit.
month. Call 753-4342 or
North of Murray. 753-4717
759-8574.
3BR 1 bath, in Murray. ApAVAILABLE May 1st. 1brpliances, garage, fenced
2br Apts- Duplex- Houses.
yard, C/H/A, no pets
Call Mur-Cal Realty.
$500/mo plus deposit.
753-4444.
502-527-8585
DUPLEX Apt. in South
3BR, 1 bath, $325. plus
West Murray. Spacious
deposit. 753-8582.
with C/H/A. 2br, yard
3BR, 2 bath home , 1709
maintained
by owner.
Plainview, Murray.
$400 month. 753-8096.
$650/mo. Lease & deposit
EFFICIENCY apt, some
required. 753-9621
utilities paid, partially furnished. 11/2 miles from 3BR, 2 bath, fully furnished. On KY Lake. Large
University. 767-9037.
lot. Aurora.
LARGE 2br, central h/a, waterfront
low utilities, appliances. $500 month. DaytimeNightsNo pets, quiet, family ori- 317-848-0318,
ented, $395/mo. 753-8828 251-5589.

LIKE new, 2br, 2 bath, duplex with garage, all appliances. 1706 Oakhill $600.
753-7457.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer & dryer, furnished, near MSU.
Inquire at 1210 Main St.
753-1252 before 5pm.
753-0606 after 5pm.
NOW taking applications
for 1. 2 & 3br apartments.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr.
Equal Housing Opportunity. 759-4984. TDD# 1-800247-2510.
1st.
AVAILABLE
May
RED OAKS APTS.
Home at 1602 Tabard
Special
Martin Heights. 3br, 2
$100 Deposit
bath, double garage, din1BR From $280
ing room, fireplace, lovely
2BR From $325
decor. Lease required.
Call Today!
$800 monthly. Call
753-8668.
753-0090

phere,
t your

EASTSIDE
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E. Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
CREEKVIEW
Self-storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
Shoney's $20-$40/mo
759-4081
Pets &Supplies

lbs. Call between 6pm &
9pm. 753-0946.

1983 AQHA Buckskin
Gelding. Call 435-4201,
After 6p m

MOORMAN'S
HI-MAG & Fly control
mineral program. Call
for more information.
502-210-3776.
Night 753-8984.

All types of roofing.
Family owned & Operated
Paul & Matthew Lamb

436-2269 • 1-800-821-6907

sition

Free Estimates • 24 Hour Emergency Service

W71
[gr.

Real Estate
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes- all price ranges. If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous
and
professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by our office at 711 Main.

Carpet Installation Inc.
Residential or Commercial
Carpet, vinyl, tile, laminated
floors & hardwood floors installed.
"Satisfaction Guaranteed"

;est promtly has
Alowing

435
Lake Property
CABIN, Lakeway Shores
area. Corner 280 and Autumn Drive. 2 lots, lake access, huge deck, well,
septic tank, needs work.
$18,000 753-2309.

(502)
759-1591
LP:

OP
t

Are You Looking For Security? 5

to deal
e to pro-acturing

Are in you in need of a place to store
your valuables? There's no need to
look any further- we have what you
need!
Security Gate • Low Rates

wards

KEY MINI WAREHOUSES

!ate bill

1850 State Route 121 South, Murray, KY 42071

753-5562

c.
1:1,1-I
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WHOLESALE
• STORAGE SHEDS

HOMESITES for sale in
Cedarling Hills, a beautiful,
wooded lakefront subdivision only minutes from
MurraY. Restrictions enforced and boat available.
Prices for the lots vary
from $5,000 to $18,000.
Owner will group lots together for acreage. Contact Kopperud Realty, 7531222 for more information.
MLS#3001123.
WATER Front Lot for Sale
502-436-2116
440
Lots For Sale

•

502-474-8704

•

Buildings are assembled on site

I

1/2 ACRE corner lot re
stricted with gas. water
and electric. West Grove
Drive and 94W. Offered at
$9500 00 Owner financing
available. 502-767-0895.

BLOOD River area. Lake
view and access 3 lots,
; Your choice of brown or charcoal black sin- ;
mobile home, and 4 inch
I
gles. All exterior wood is weathered treated. I drilled well. Lot I approx
; 75x135 with trailer. Lot 2
Sizes, options and prices upon request.
;
I approx. 75x132. Lot 3 apcompletion
I TERMS: Paid in full upon
• •Prices are subject to change without notice ' prox. 75x127. Package
. J $21.500 630-553-5256.
.
.
.
.
.
L. .
I

ION

13'X27' STORAGE building with 10'x10' overhead
door. More info, Rogers
Enterprises 753-5140.

LAZY OAKS FARMS
Horse breaking, horses
for sale. Greg & Richard
Cruse. 674-5557.

Lamb Brothers
Roofing Company

'w

5 ACRES on 121 South,
$8750 753-9302

753-5585

Livestock & Supplies

le vol-

meet the
;tratton's

All Sizes Available

ADORABLE AKC York
shire puppies, $325 to
$350 1 Older Bichon male
$100, 1 Bichon female,
spayed $125 obo 7593BR, 2 Bath, walking dis- 8147
tance from University.
BIRD Fair & Supply Sale!
Available May, 1st.
May 1st & 2nd. Executive
759-9246.
Inn, Paducah, KY. Satur4BEDROOM, 31/2 bath. day, 9-5. Sunday, 12-5.
1705 Miller Street.
Pet birds, toys, cages.
954-985-0220.
901-878-1307.
4BR HOUSE on Almo Shi- DOG obedience classes or
loh Road. $375 per month. private. Serving Murray 17
Available May 1st, Call years. 436-2858.
502-628-0194.
FOR Sale 12in. Tiger Os4BR, 2 bath, CG heat, car. $20. Call 753-2613 or
C/A, washer, dryer, availa- 753-0158, Rose.
ble now $600. Coleman TWO Female Rottweilers,
RE. 759-4118.
10 months old. About 60

ver in
portu-

rray, KY
ine tech-dization
d at the

641 Storage

43.1 ACRES on Osborne
Rd, 10 minutes from city.
Beautiful. 753-4984.

1 TO 275 acres, owner Ii
nancing possible. Coldwa
ter. 489-2116 or 753-1300.
11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract. Property located off of Hwy 94E
onto Hwy 1551, Old Shiloh
Rd, Redbud Lane & proposed new Hwy 80. For
more information please
view property, review posted data, then please call:
502-441-2253.
5 ACRES near lake/ Hamlin. Partially cleared, drive
in, building site. $7500,
obo. Write E-3 Red Oak
Apt, Diuguid Drive, Murray.
460
Homes For Sate
1625 SQ. FT 4BR, 2 Full
bath. Located on Utlerback
Rd. Near Skating Rink.
Priced to sell at $102,900.
Call 437-3975 or 753-5074
after 5pm.
1999 HOUSE with board &
bat wood siding, red metal
roof. 3 sided porch. Located near KY Lake. Beautiful
home still under construction with a finish value of
$85,000. Has 1,328sq ft
living space with loft. Must
See! Call for details.
$38,000. 436-2619.
2 AND 4 bedroom homes
near University. One recently remodeled and is in
move in condition. 7531040.
2 or 3 BEDROOM, 1 bath,
carport, patio, brick on
large corner lot. 492-6211
or 502-554-3075 after 6.
3BR, 1 Bath, carport, large
fenced backyard, 1,300sq
ft. 1/2 mile from city limits.
Mid $60'5. 753-7542.

BRICK ranch 4br wmany
ammenaies, 1/2 acre corner lot with mature trees
4341 State Route 94W
Offered
at $149,900
Agents invited and protected 502-767-0895

198%_,2
CAVILER Station
Wago .
cyl. 133,xxx
miles.
, Am/Fm radio &
tilt steering_ $950. Call &
leave message. 489-2540
1986 CHEVY Celebnty,
Z-24 $1250. 753-4445.
HOME for sale by owner. 1989 HONDA Civic DX.
501 N. 7th, Murray. 5BR, Good condition. $2500.
21,2 baths, hardwood obo. 492-8396.
floors. family/ dining room, 1989
THUNDERBIRD,
formal living room with 144,xxx miles. Body in
brick fireplace, extra large good condition. $3,000.
kitchen, sunroom with obo. 492-6204 after 5p.m.
french doors. Full basement includes family/ play- 1992 Nissan Maxima, sunroom with wood burning roof, loaded. Pearl paint,
stove, den area, workshop 84.xxx
miles.
Asking
and storage. Central H/A, $8300 obo. After 5p m.
two car carport, 4,000 436-5692
square feet on large cor- 1993 CHEV. Lumina, good
ner lot, $136,500. Shown cond. $3500. 759-9268.
by appt. only. Call 753- 1993 PLYMOUTH Laser.
7582.
White, auto, 4cyl. Good
RED Brick house in Almo condition. 113,xxx miles.
on Radio Rd. 3br, 11/2 $3900. 753-4801.
bath. Living room, den & 1994 DODGE Shadow.
extra room. Paved drive, 85,xxx miles. Air, cruise,
carport,
shop
behind new tires. $3000.
house. Call 753-7925.
437-3888.
REDUCED IN THE $805.
1994 MAZDA 626 ES. V-6.
1 owner, well maintained,
Leather interior, sunroof,
3br, brick ranch. East Y
loaded. Only 55,xxx miles.
subdivision. 753-0444.
$11,000. Call 489-2970.
REMODELED 3br, 1 bath. Leave message.
1600 sq. ft. Detached ga- 1994 OLDSMOBILE Cutrage, in Hazel. Mid $30'5. lass Ciera. Nice car. Re759-4826.
duced to $5000 obo. Can
WILL consider LEASE with be seen at Melvin's Tire
option or Limited Owner Store, 401 N. 4th St. 762Financing. Extra- Nice 3br, 0000.
2baths, dining room, at- 1995
MAZDA Millenia,
tached 2 car garage, dou- 64,xxx road miles. Excelble lot in Murray, Call 753- lent condition. Call 7592546.
4109 or 759-8093.
470
MOtorcydes& ATVs
1996 HONDA Foreman
400, 4x4, front & rear
racks, good condition
489-2945.
1997
KAWASAKI KLR
650. Duel Sport. On, offroad motorcycle. Days
753-4563, nights 759-3366
ask for Mike.
1997 KAWASKI 4- wheeler, excellent condition.
759-9695.
1998 HONDA XR 70 dirt
bike. Helmet, gloves, also
$1500. obo. 436-5269.
1999 TIMBERWOLF, 4X4.
Used 3 hours, New Dec.
98, asking $4200. Partially
enclosed trailer. $800 obo.
753-4186.
81 HARLEY Davidson for
sale. Shovel- Iron head,
custom built. Lots of
chrome. $8750. Call
436-2506.

1997
CHEVY Malibu.
29,xxx miles. Still under
warranty. $11.700. obo.
767-0470.

AUTO LOANS
Auto dealer will arrange financing even if you have
been turned down before.
Loans available for no
credit, bad credit, and
bankruptcy buyers. No cosigners needed. Must
have at least $750 cash or
trade-in.
Call the 24 hour
Automated Credit
Repair Hotline
1-800-566-2277.
Vans
1989 PLYMOUTH Voyager. 170,xxx miles, needs
head gasket. $1200. 7590131
1995 FORD E150 Chateau Club Wagon, quad
captain's chairs, great vacation vehicle. 72,xxx
miles. $13,500. 759-2546.

A-1 Al A Tree Service,
removal,
Stump
tree
spraying, leaf
raking,
hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling & mulch
spreading, gutter cleaning.
Licensed & insured Full
line of equipment Free estimates Tim Lamb,
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
A-1 Tree Professionals.
Stump
removal,
tree
spraying. Serving Murray,
Calloway Co since 1980.
Free estimates. 437-3044
or 492-8737.
AB
Building,
custom
decks. fencing, garages,
carports, hardwood floors.
Installed & finished All repairs. Quality workmanship. 753-9308.
ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVMENTS
Where Quality Counts
Decks. Painting, Remodeling, Repairs. etc. No Job
Too Small. (502)492-6267.
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, tree work, gutter
cleaning, cleaning out
sheds, & junk clean-up.
436-2867.
ALL CARPENTRY
ALL ELECTRICAL
No job too small. Licensed, Insured, 24hr
Emergency calls.
Call Larry Nimmo.
753-9372. 753-0353.
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
18Yrs experience
New Construction • Remodeling. Repairs. Custom Cabinets. Concrete
Work. AGC Certified.
435-4272.
ALL TYPES OF WORK
Landscaping, mulching,
hedge trimming, lawn
work. Gutter cleaning and
guards. Tree trimming and
clearing,
removal, lot
bushhogging, hauling, etc.
Mowing (2+acres) Message 753-2092.
ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation.
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056

APPLIANCE REPAIR
3BR, 11/2 bath, garage.
SERVICE AND PARTS
fenced back yard, landPROFESSIONAL
scaped. 4 years old. Low
DEPENDABLE.
$80'5 753-6725.
502-767-9552.
Used Trucks
38R, 11/2 bath, large kitch- 1979 JEEP Cherokee
APPLIANCE REPAIR
original
en. garage, vinyl sided. 47xxx
miles,
1975 FORD pickup. Cal All brands: Kenmore. 30+
$2500 354-8991 after
$75,000. 759-1719.
753-4865, days. Evenings years experience. BOBBY
BEAUTIFUL, 3br, brick 4pm
HOPPER, 436-5848.
& weekends, 435-4181.
home, full
basement, 1990 CHEVY
Blazer.
ASPHALT Driveway SealC/H/A. 15 Acres, grain Loaded 4x4. Call 4351977 FORD 1/2 Ton (utili- ing. Free estimates, call
ty) truck. $900. 753-8594.
bins, several outbuildings, 4201 after 6p.m.
Travis Asphalt Sealing.
or 91 Acres. 70 crop land. 1991 FORD Explorer 4X4, 1990 FORD
XLT Lariat 753-2279.
4 miles from Paris. Call good condition. $6,500.
150. Automatic, Air condi- B & 0 Landscaping &
901-642-2469.
753-4445.
tioner, power steering, Lawn Service. Free estiBY BUILDER- Custom 1993 JEEP Grand Chero- power brakes, power win- mates. call 759-9695.
home, open floor plan, 3 kee Limited 4x4, Green. dows and cruise control.
BACKHOE SERVICE
bedroom 21/2 bath with 69,xxx miles, excellent Good condition, $3200. Af- ROY HILL. Septic system,
condition.
$14,900.
(502)
dream kitchen and 3 car
ter 5p.rn. 474-2774.
drive-ways, hauling, foun492-6161 or 762-3994.
garage. Call 753-3903.
dations, etc. 436-2113.
1995 DODGE Ram 1500,
4x4, blue & silver, p/w,
CARPORTS for cars and
swb, 318. 762-5143 work, trucks. Special sizes for
753-6702 home.
motor home, boats, RVs
1995 FORD Ranger. Auto/ and etc. Excellent protecAir with topper. Will con- tion, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
sider trade. 474-0054.
1995 NISSAN ext. cab, COLSON HOME REPAIR
SE. V6, 4x4, p/w, ac, tilt, Additions, garages, decks,
cruise, sunroof, $12,500. remodeling, vinyl siding.
20Yrs experience.
Call after 5pm 759-2045.
753-5592.
1995 TOYOTA Tacoma.
CONCRETE finishing
extended cab 5spd. 4x4
ft.
3
bdr.
2
New Construction - 2,000 sq.
Sidewalks, patios, drivepick-up. Air cass bed liner.
bath - Nancy Dr. Must see.
ways. Free Estimates.
35,XXX
miles, asking
559-2175 or 753-1500 after 5
435-4619
$13,000. After 5pm,
CUSTOM bulldozing &
759-4511.
1998 CHEVY 1500, 4.3 li- backhoe work. septic syster, white, swb, loaded. tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar.
767-0734.
CUSTOM CLOSET ORGANIZERS by LeeRowan.
Epoxy covered wire shelvBests& Motors
ing. Free estimates.
16FT fiberglass bass boat Professionally installed by!
Interior Solutions
with a 90hp Johnson mo
Edward Peery.
for All equipment includ
502-753-4499
ed. Days 753-4563 nights
474-2355.
CUSTOM tractor work.
1987 ASTRO, blue & silver Garden tilling, bush hog3
BR,
Road,
Airport
6089
House & 5 acres,
metal flake, 150 Yamaha, ging. small jobs. Grader
2.5 Ba., 2,500+ sq. ft. open floor plan, 2 ss prop, bass boat fully rig- blade work. Free estiged. 762-5143 work, 753- mates. Gerald Carroll 492story great room w/french door, FP w/gas
6159.
logs, custom drapes, ceramic tile baths, 6702 home.
1990 SUNBIRD, 196",
D&D ROOFING
kitchen island w/Jenn-Air cooktop, Cuddy
Cabin. V-6, new Call us for all of your roofmicrowave/oven combo, d/w, central gas
floor and carpet. Nice ing needs. 436-2613
heat & air, 6" exterior walls, Pella windows, $6,000. obo. 753-4186
DAVID'S Cleaning Servfinished bonus room, 2 car garage, 10x16
ices. "Cleaning" vinyl sid295.
200
1997
STRATOS
storage building. $197,000 - 489-2346.
Evinrude, many extras ing, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
Call 753-9850.
249 GLASTRON 25ft mid parking lots, all exterior
cabin cruiser, V8. fuel in- cleaning, acid cleaning
jection engine fully equip- available. David Borders,
ped, 218 hrs waraller, Insured, Completely MoIf you are looking for qualit) Inc want to be 2,.ou
building contractor. with blueprints & speciticatiow, cockpit & camper canvas bile. Phone 502-759-4734.
Excellent condaon Can be Cellular 502-853-1108
we can give you a contract price before we start. It
seen at Lee Marine or
you are undecided we work on a cost plus basis.
FENCING
753-5940 days, 436-5946
We comply with all the new city building codes.
Midway Fence Company
We also specialize in construction of lake homes, nights. $28,500 obo
Chain link, & custom wood
large or small.
FOR Sale or Trade, 1992 privacy fences, installation
28tt Riviera Cruiser Pon- and repairs at reasonable
prices. Dickie Farley.
toon Excellent condition
759-1519.
I/O
for
trade
motor,
will
Contractor,
Building
smaller Pontoon
FOR Tiller work, large or
759-2174
small Call 753-0955

OPEN HOUSE • SUNDAY 2-4

MEIN
4,0,10„,„, „ow,

FOR SALE BY OWNER

Appliance parts to fit
most major brands.

Ward Elkins
753-1713

(502)753-8343

4+ years experience
in farm - industrial -

construction &
semi truck
Call Grant at

ELECTRICAL
New construction remoil
eling, or lust replacing a
switch. Licensed & lnsur
ed. Ott 753-0834
Hm. 759-9835

Available 24 Hrs.

"FREE MOWING"
D.G. LANDSCAPING
1st Cut Free' Weed eating.
trimming and more, weekly
or bi-weekly Call for free
estimate, work in & out of
Murray 901-884-1037.

GRASSHOPPER Mowing
Service Competitive pricing and quality service
Cali for estimates
502-753-9210

759-5511

LICENSED
INSURED
• Free Estimates
• 24 Hr. Service
• Hedge Trimming
• Thee & Stump Removal
• Tree Trimming
• Cleanup Service
• Full Line ofEquipment

502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

Paul's Quality
Tree Service
Owner:Paul Lamb
Formerly Lamb Bros. Tree Service

Auto Loans

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned
•
-Jo-fa&
down before. Loans available for 1st time buyers.
had credit. repo's or bankruptcy.
Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800)874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
1.S. Ilighv4a.
45 Siouth

247-9300
1-1010-874-0256

Ma?field
Kentucl,

tIoN_

"STOP"

LA

Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

HALEY'S
Rental and Sales
112 So. 12th

Murray, KY 42071
Phone:753-6910

Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
by to check out our low lowest rates in town for cars, custom
vans, and vans tor moving

Come

Paul's Pools
. Above Ground Pools
Installation
• Service
. Weekly Maintenance

experience%
14

Nests

Call
Paul Smith
(502) 489-6087

Meta( Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

AUTO CREDIT EASY
NO CREDIT? BAD CREDIT? BANKRUPTCIES?
YOU COULD BE DRIVING THE CAR OF
YOUR DREAMS WITHIN MINUTES OF
CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE!
ARC

D4,F

1
iii

MNO

Now is A Great Time to Build

Bruce Green

ACE TIRE
SERVICE

New & Used
Large Inventory

1 1 A.

7

8
OPER

0

FREE!

yz TOTALLY
9 CONFIDENTIAL
HASSLE
FREE

OAN

CALL TOLL FREE

PHONE 1 -888-FAST YES
7 Minute Approval

1-888-327-8937

".
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Senness Offend

Services Offered

By Pt
F u TRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured. 489-2839.
GREEN Care, will mow &
trim lawns, reasonable
rates. 767-9279.
HANDYMAN, carpentry,
plumbing, yard work,
proches & decks. Any job.
Call Danny Paschall,
492-8500.
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted. No job too small.
Yes, we paint houses. Ph.
753-2388 or 436-5759.
LAMB Brothers Lawn
Service. 436-2102 ask for
Ben.
LAWN Mowing in town.
Free Estimates. 759-0276.
LAWN Mowing Service:
Reasonable and dependable. Call after 8 p.m. 7594659.
LAWN Mowing, Reasonable Rates. Call for estimate. 435-4423.
LAWN Mowing/ Trimming
Service. Reasonable Prices, 753-8336. Ask for
Jerry Robinson.
LAWN Service. Pay less
for better. Call Dan
753-9618

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
Lt_c_EnED & INSURED
Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Service"

Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

Owned fi Operated By
Tim Iamb

i8L8trift e)- as)risig a1i1
FREE LOW-E GLASS
MASTIC'-THE NATION'S
FINEST VINYL
REPLACEMENT WINDOWS
• Energy savings
• Custom fit
• No painting
• Easy cleaning
• Lifetime frame warranty

753-5827

Formerly Wood VCR Service Center)

18" Satellite Systems $49.00
Self Install Kits $20.00

M.about Ne system to
Primestar Customers!
,llJ
753-0530
,cri4
R EC TV

tS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types of

Custom Woodworking
0 Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by ana see our snowroom
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-5940
0) \,••=wiwC

Tony Henderson
Plumbing
Residential and Commercial

New Construction & Repair
Phone:(502) 437-4545
P.O. Box 169
Pager: (502) 742-1039
Hardin, KY 42048
Licensed & Insured

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to

Wiggins Furniture

YARD TECH
Mowing, trimming, hedges,
mulching. Free Estimates
437-4723

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Sat., 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

WANT ADS
WORK

With 12, 24 or 36 month financing

Free Delivery •753-4566

BARGER ELECTRIC
IIECTFICAL ASTALLATO
CIAMEROA &RESCEN7I41.
sa FIPUIS

arrsix Leentc

450 WOOOSONG LANE
MURRAY. KY 47071
Owners ElIP & Rhonda Berger

24 Hour
Emergency
Service
15 Years
Experience

(502) 474-8222
Cell 519-7781

cic_fo

c_Pc_Pc_10.1.1-anc_far3

r_Pc_Pr_Pc_Pc_11.7P

ES)

DON'TFORGET
CITY WIDE
YARD SALE
This Sat., May 1st

5

5
5
5

There's still time to
schedule your yard sale.
cfaraMPArarardraranc.ORVE

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Need
Extra
Cash?
Your Ad Could
Be Here....
Clean out your
closets, basement or
garage. Advertise
these no longer
needed" items in the
classifieds

753-1916

Chelsea Riggins, a sixth-grader at Murray Middle School, was
recently honored by Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors and
WNBS 1340 AM as a student of the week. Chelsea is pictured
with Jobs and MMS Principal Steve Kroehler.

Hospital bolsters security
after attacks on infants
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- Visitors will encounter heightened
security at Kosair Children's Hospital as police try to solve attacks
against two infants.
Visitors will be required to wear
color-coded stickers at all times
identifying the room they are visiting and the date. The badges had
been required only from 9 p.m.
to 4:30 a.m., when the hospital's
doors are locked.
Doors to patient wings also will
he locked 24 hours a day, said
Charlotte Tharp, vice president for
public affairs for Norton Healthcare, which owns Kosair. The.
changes apply only to Kosair, she
said.
The hospital also has temporarily
added more security officers, she
said.
The babies, ages 2 months and
6 months, suffered cuts and bruises on the face and head last Friday. The younger baby's arm was
broken, police said.
Police have interviewed dozens
of employees and visitors, includ-

ing parents who spent Thursday
night in the east wing of the hospital's fifth floor, where the attack

occurred, said Sgt. Denis Spalding, of the Crimes Against Children Unit.
Spalding said the babies' at
Kosair were last checked about 3
a.m. Friday and that they were
li)und injured between 4:30 and
4:45 a.m.
Pleas for information from the
public have so far turned up nothing, he said. "The hospital is kind
of a closed environment," Spalding said.
The babies were in separate
rooms in the same alcove, and
doors are left open if no parents
or other visitors are spending the
night, Spalding said. Nurses, however, can't see directly into the
rooms from the nurse's station, he
said.
Although both children were
bloodied in the attack, no blood
was found outside their rooms,
Spalding said.

Report: Watch for misleading
sales pitches for assisted living
WASHINGTON (AP)-Assist- assisted living homes that mect
ed living homes, increasingly pop- regulations in four sample states
ular housing alternatives :for the - California, Florida, Ohio and
elderly, aren't always upfront with Oregon - ranged from small resconsumers about the level of care idences providing little more than
they provide, government auditors meals and housekeeping to large
say.
complexes that offer specialized
"Providers do not always give medical care.
consumers information sufficient
"Given the wide variation in
to determine whether a particular what is labeled assisted living.
assisted living facility can meet their consumer shopping for an approneeds. for how long and under priate facility must rely primarily
what circumstances," said a report on providers for information," the
released Monday by the General GAO report said.
Accounting Office, an investigaHowever, when auditors'examtive arm of Congress.
sales materials, such as
ined
Sen. Chuck Grassley, R-Iowa.
li‘ chairman of the Senate's Special brochures, used by 60 assisted
they
states,
four
the
in
homes
ing
Committee on Aging said he would
notify the nation's governors of found that about a third of the
the GAO's findings and ask them home's materials "contain language
to look into the adequacy of state that is unclear or potentially misoversight of the assisted living leading."
The most common problem:
industry.
disclosure of the cirinadequate
Assisted living has become the
under which a resicumstances
hottest new housing option for
required to leave an
be
can
dent
people
by
older
promising to prohome, such as if
living
vide a happy medium between assisted
sick or too dependtoo
become
they
their homes and a full nursing
help.
for
others
on
ent
facility. By early next century,
experts predict assisted living
Marketing materials for One
homes will care for more frail. Florida home - cited but not
elderly Americans than nursing identified in the GAO report homes do.
said residents "can be assured if
Unlike nursing homes, which
health changes occur, we can meet
are subject to national standards, your needs. And you won't have
assisted living homes are oVerseen to deal with the hassles of movby the states, which have widely
ing again."
varying regulations. Fewer than
The same home's contract, howhalf of states require assisted livever, lists criteria for discharge
homes
to
be licensed, for
ing
including "changes in (the resiexample.
dent's) physical or mental condiThe GAO auditors found that
tion."

ri

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday.
April 28, 1999:
Be kinder and more nurtunng,especially to
yourself. Set a reasonable pace.Sometimes
you are so demanding that you really make
your life more difficult than it needs to be.
The unexpected runs riot professionally
this year;opt for more independence or for
a major change. Your instincts are right on.
Follow through on what is important to
you. If you are single, you have much more
to offer than in past years. Admirers are
drawn to you. You don't need to spend to
impress another. Ifattached,work together
to make a project happen. With LIBRA,
you're a winning team.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive;3-Average;
2-So-so; I-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Unexpected developments have
you thinking and evaluating. You can transform a problem into a solution. Lady Luck
follows you. and others know it. They
want some of what you have! Express
yourself to a partner; your words will be
received well. Tonight: Enjoy friends during a midweek break.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
*** Inspired by a vision of what could
be, you focus on work. Your intuition is
unusually on as you make the right move at
the righttime. Use your high energy toclear
errands as well as paperwork.Take time to
buy a loved one a card or to send a letter.
Tonight: Off to the gym.
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
***** You clear obstacles, in spite of
a misunderstanding. Your willingness to do
more than your share is noticed. Open up
new horizons because of more creative and
dynamic thinking. Understand how you
limit yourself. A friend has good news. Is
this relationship changing? Tonight: Living
life to the utmost.
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
**** You are unusually grounded as
you navigate through one difficult situation
after another.The unexpected occurs financially. You gain a new vision of what works
through discussions. The boss smiles on
you. Make your desires happen. Tonight:
Head home.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Options appear left and right.
Though initially you could encounter some
resistance to a great idea, you find that what
you want is possible. Your abilities to see

pitfalls and to find new solutions mark
interactions. Make time for an important
meeting. Network to your heart's delight!
Tonight: Errands.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Money matters could send you
into a tizzy. Decide to clear up a problem.
You feel renewed and ready for a new
beginning. Unforeseen developments at
work initially maximize chaos, but at the
same time reveal an opportunity. Tonight:
Your treat.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You beam in what you want.
Don't get discouraged by feedback or by
another's negativity. You might not always
understand what is most effective; take
clues from those around you. Show caring,
gain a perspective,be willing to create more
acceptance between you. Tonight: Your
call.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Be willing to take a risk and let others
see where you are coming from. Your sense
of humor comes out. Opt not to control but
to observe. Work flows and can be quite
demanding. Listen to feedback from a key
partner, who offers you something special.
Tonight: Curl up with a book or watch a
favorite movie.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** By being helpful to a partner
who is ever so witty, you find wonderful
solutions. Good will and understanding
flow between you. Yourawarenessofwhat
you want helps you lasso in the right
elements to make it happen. Make time for
socializing with co-workers. Tonight:
Where your friends are.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Be more forthright about what is
on your mind.Scheduling could go haywire,
though you quickly recover your losses.
Understand that a co-worker might have
more than a normal interest in you. Recognize limits. Remain upbeat with those in
your day-to-day life. Tonight: Willingly
work late.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your ability to take an overview
saves this day of confusion and demands.
Be positive. You have unusual assets and a
way oflooking at problemsdifferently than
others do. As usual, you shake others up.
Screen calls, if you want to get everything
done. Tonight: Do something ultimately
relaxing.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Relating yields financial as well
as personal information. Sometimes you
don't understand exactly what you need to
do with a partner. You easily could go on
overload. Be optimistic.
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Please join us at the Luminary Ceremony on

OR LIFE

M.S. CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in Re-Roof &
Roof Repair. Free Estimates. 489-6125.
MOBILE Welding And
Mechanic Service. I work
on farm and construction
equipment. Mike Orten767-9486.
PAINTING INT- EXT Free
Call 437Estimating.
4364.
REPAIR
PLUMBING
SERVICE. All work guaranteed. Free estimates.
753-1134
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service.
436-5255.
• ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional. Residential. Commercial or Industrial. 502-435-4645.
SMALL engine repair. Tiller for sale. 753-0260.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
TRACTOR Work, garden
tilling, large or small. Bush
hogging, yard work. reseeding. Free estimates.
489-2853.
TREE Jobs, lawn mowing,
spring cleaning & hauling.
We do it all, give us a call.
489-2092.
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured. Over 20
years experience. Roofing,
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.
WILL Pressure wash the
outside of your home, mobile homes, trucks, and
clean gutters also.
436-5269.

WOOD
ELECTRONICS,INC.

_

AP

Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture,
FREE Estimates.
Call Today.

illbMastic

Pictured above are senior students at Calloway County High
School accepting a donation for Project Graduation from
members of the Murray Business and Professional Women's
Club. Pictured from left to right are Johnna Stockdale, Kelia
Easley, Sabrina Emerson, Carol Block, Jeanne Fleming, Faye
Rogers and Dahn Lemoine.

HOROSCOPES

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

Call for free estimates- 502-474-9877
Vinyl siding. metal roofs &
patio enclosures.

Pictured is the Southwest Elementary Academic Team at
their recent pizza party. Coaches Reed. Barrett and Herndon, along with Principal Dr. Mary Lou Yeatts are pictured
with the team. The All Academic Team Awards were presented to Austin Carter, Tyler Brockman. David Robertson
and Larkin Philpot. Philpot was chosen Most Valuable Player for the year.

Friday, April 30, 1999 at 9 p.m.
Relay For Life - MSU Roy Stewart Stadium 4.11.4wm°11.11

11t4/ t't• -iiiii:.--..:4-2
_ill_ii'l ',Dji Le-.11:Le 1,1_1
Relay
TM burrices Dior Udell tell Mel this very special event or Apill IS.
Par Me le a ammeilly-oMe, Mew rant Ow the satire loon it le *darted te Meddle the coniatitty Mit cower, reweiberhe calmer victims, and celebrating cuter survivors. Funds Imo Relay For Uhl pi ts cancer radiant
Uleat a Malian in WARY et a loved inset'Irked who has lost their hank with cancer. Reensalber their Ives by illemiatIng a candle as a symbol ter MK fir Wire caster patients
light a luminary in HONOR el a level see sr friend she is a cower Survivor. Mira
Weir Ilyss by Ilkaniratied a candle as a trolost el MOH far their teday and ow torrows.
fedi leadmry isti low the nasal as prose remembered ar beeervd. Thus wil
Is placed wool Be Sri Stewart Stain al lit he the Carom all ew.in friday, .
Aprl 30, Than Is a II5 cietrillogim pro iminery.
LUMINARY ORDER FORM
Your Name
Phone Number
Amount Enclosed
LI]In Memory Of
I In Honor Of
My Luminary is:
Name
I would like an acknowledgement card sent to:
Name
City
Address
State_ Zip

Please Mail Luminary Order Form to:

Relay For Life, P.O. Box 132, Murray KY 42071
or return donations along with form to either of the banks below.
For more information contact Karen Olson, 489-6089.

Survivors Lap Information Line: 753-8769
Luminaries Sponsored By:
t'Vt
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peoplesBank
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DR. Garr
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm using a new
lipstick that is supposed to be effective for 12 hours or more. For the past
few days, my lips have been swollen
and itchy. Could I be allergic to this
lipstick?
DEAR READER: Quite possibly.
So-called long-wearing lipsticks,
which actually stain the lips, may be
associated with serious allergic reactions.
All lipsticks contain color formulated in a blend of oils, waxes and fats.
Although the perfect lipstick doesn't
exist, consumers continue to search
for products that are creamy, pleasant-tasting, glide on easily and color
the lips for at least eight hours. In traditional lipsticks, the following components have been discovered to cause
allergic reactions: ricinoleic acid, benzoic acid, red pigment 57-1, microcrystalline wax, oxybenzone, propyl gallate and certain aliphatic compounds.
What makes "long-wearing" lipstick
so unique are the bromo acids it contains. These remarkable substances
— known chemically as fluoresceins
and halogenated fiuoresceins — actually stain the lips and result in indelible coloring. That is, once the lipstick
film wears off --- as it invariably does
in a few hours — the lips remain
stained with the bromo acids.
Unfortunately, these compounds are
associated with a high incidence of
allergic reactions, called lipstick dermatitis, which can be difficult to overcome.
The most common stain is acid
eosin (D and C Red No. 21). Although
naturally orange, acid eosin changes
to a vivid and indelible red color in an
acid medium, such as is found in and
around the mouth. Because this stain
lasts so long, allergic reactions to it

are a challenge to treat. Other bromo
acids -- including D and C Red No. 2
and No. 27 and D and C orange No. 5
and No. 10 -- are equally potent allergens.
Therefore, I believe that you are
probably reacting to the bromo acids
in your "long-wearing" lipstick. You
can test my theory. For five consecutive nights, apply a swatch of the lipstick to your upper inner arm and
cover the area with a Band-Aid. If the
skin under the cosmetic becomes irritated and itchy, you've got your
answer. If the skin does not react,
consult a dermatologist.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Allergies." Other readers
who would like a copy should send $2
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill
Station, New York, NY 10156. Be sure
to mention the title.

DEAR ABBY: I am almost 19

I was able to get past being a

years old. I live at home with my

teen-ager, but I was angry at my
parents for not recognizing I needed
help. I came from a close family
with parents who cared very much
for me. There were many good

parents while going to school fulltime, working part-time and helping my mother baby-sit two little
boys four days a week. I also help
around the house whenever I'm
asked. I have never given my mother any reason not to trust me. I'm a
very responsible young adult.
My problem is my curfew. My
mother feels I should be home every
night by 1 a.m., and I feel I am
mature enough to decide what time
to come home. I have a cell phone
and a pager, so I can be reached at
any time. I don't get off work until
after 10 p.m., and one night a week
I would like to stay out late with my
friends. It's hard to visit and socialize when I have so little time.
NIGHT OWL
IN NASHVILLE,TENN.

DEAR READER: Depigmented
areas may reflect sun damage. In
addition, some skin diseases start
with whitish spots that don't tan. See
a dermatologist for diagnosis and recommendations.

DEAR NIGHT OWL: Your
request for an extension of your
curfew one night a week sounds
reasonable to me. However, in
your parents' home they are
entitled to make the rules, and
as long as you live under their
roof, you must abide by their
decisions. If your mother is
unwilling to relax her restrictions, consider moving out and
sharing an apartment with
some of your friends. That way
you can make your own rules.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: Last summer, I
was out in the sun a lot. I was able to
tan but got white spots all over as
well. Now, almost a year later, I still
have them. What causes this? Should
I avoid direct sunlight? I'm 30, female
and have many freckles.

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

DEAR ABBY: You recently
printed a list of signs of teen-age
drug abuse. Although the list is

4. 0
••i xi
•

**

To receive a collection of Abby's moat

Martha Robeits••ii I ••,-

•

dinator of Curriculum Development for Kentucky Department ot
Education and formerly of M U1 ray, spoke on "Dynamics of Prejudice" at a meeting of the Zeta
Department of the Murray Woman.
Club.

Forty years ago
The contract for the construction of the addition to Douglass

High School was let to Woodrow
Rickman and Julius Cooper for
$12,213 by the Murray Board of
Education.
Marine Acting Sgt. Harry I.
Hughes, son of Mr. and Mrs. Je•sc
Hughes, has graduated from Sec

ond Marine Division's Non-Coin missioned Officers Leadership
School. Camp Lejeune. N.C.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Nit-.
and Mrs. James Alton and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Fldridge
Fifty years ago
Plans for Hospital Day on Ma
12 at Murray Hospital include open
house from 2 to 6 p.m.. and .1
shower for items needed .o the
hospital in a list compiled h MN
Frank A. Stubblefield and the Re'.

George Bell, members of the planning committee.
Mason Cope of Brev\ ers and
Gene Landolt of Bonne Terre. Mo
are among the members of the South
Team named for the North-South
Basketball Classic planned at Mur
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DEAR BEEN THERE: I agree
that if a child is "acting out" or
using drugs, it's a family problem. And the logical place to
start to resolve it is by alerting
the family physician that something is wrong, and seeking an
appropriate referral - whether
it's for substance abuse intervention, emotional or behavior
problems,or family therapy.

Ten years ago
Libby Hart was named "Citizen of the Year" at the 62nd annual dinner meeting of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce. Buddy Buckingham,
chairman of the Murray-Calloway
County Economic Development
Corp., was the keynote speaker.
A National Science Foundation
grant of $14,363 has been awarded to the Department of Biological Science at Murray State University to purchase two research
quality microscopes for use in
undergraduate courses.
Twenty years ago
The new Legal Resources
Library, located in the basement
of the old library building at Murray State University, will open
April 28, according to Quava
Honchul. librarian.
Published is a picture of H.
Glenn Doran and Joe Dick, both
of Murray, at a banking seminar
held at Lake Barkley State Park.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Miller,
March 26; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
William A. Kyle, April 13; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Warren
Scarbrough, April 16.
Thirty years ago
Rubie Smith, head of the Murray State University Elementary
Education Department, is a member of a "blue ribbon" committee
of Gov. Louie B. Nunn to evaluate innovative programs in 110
schools which have applied for
the Governor's Outstanding Innovation Award.

RELAY"

I SAIO
DONATE AS MUCH
"TIME AS I COULD, AND
THEY.,

71

times, but I had a deep sadness that
never fully went away. It affected
my entire family.
I would urge parents to stop and
consider: Could your child be acting
out for other reasons than drugs?
Could your child be crying out for
help? When approaching your child,
be careful not to accuse. Be understanding. Ask questions.
If your child refuses to talk to
you about personal things, consider
seeking professional help. This help
is as much for you as it is for your
child. Generally, if a child is acting
out or using drugs, it's a family
problem. Even the best families can
have a breakdown of communications. There's no such thing as a
"perfect" teen-ager or a "perfect"
parent. It's OK to ask for help.
BEEN THERE IN PORTLAND

•

LOOKING BACK

memorable - and most frequently
valuable for parents, you should
- poems and essays, send a
know that a majority of those signs requested
business-sized, self-addressed envelope,
ray State College June 1 I .
could also be signs of sexual, physi- plus check or money order for $3.95
Births reported include a
cal or emotional abuse.
Abby's
($4.50 in Canada) to: Dear
Out of the 11 warning signs, I "Keepers," P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
to Mr. and Mrs. Billy D. 1-tiri,is
ill. 61054-0447.(Postage is included.)
exhibited nine as a teen-ager, and I
April 24.
wasn't using drugs. I had been
twice molested as a child by two
[TODAY IN HISTORY
CONTRACT BRIDGE
Murray State's
neighbor boys. My family didn't talk
told
psychiatrist
a
because
it
about
By The Associated Press
Roy Stewart Stadiim
my parents not to bring it up. DurToday is Tuesday. April 27. thc
ing my teens, I struggled with my
117th day of 1999. There ate 24
sexuality and insecurities brought
April 30
left in the year.
days
on by the abuse. I was embarrassed West dealer.
heart ace badly placed, the fact
Highlight in History
Today's
p.m.
at 6:30
remains that he missed a virtually
and felt dirty. I was in terrible emo- East-West vulnerable.
On April 27, 1521. Portuguese
se
tional pain and had no one to talk
certain way to guarantee the conNORTH
4
until
to. My parents knew I was
tract regardless of how the oppos- explorer Ferdinand Magellan w as
•K 105
depressed but didn't know how to
ing cards were divided. All he had killed by natives in the _Philip
V 98 3
May 1
approach me. They accused me of
to do was to allow West's queen of pines.
•A K 6
A TEAM EVENT TO
having an "attitude" problem. I was
diamonds to hold the first trick!
On this date:
QJ2
+A
FIGHT CANCER
a.t 10 a..m.
desperate for help, but had no way
ninwinrwirowin•
The advantage of this play is
EAST
WEST
In 1509. Pope Julius II c",. iii
of asking.
that it prevents East from ever municated the Italian Aate
+972
•4
gaining the lead for the killing Venice.
VJ4
A Q 10 7 2
DAILY COMICS
heart return. Simultaneously, it
•9 7 4 3
•Q J 10 5
In 1805. a force led h'.
gives declarer time to develop 10 Marines captured the city 01 Demi.
K 10 9 6
+853
tricks in total safety.
BLONDIE
SOUTH
shores of Tripoli.
Assume West continues with a on the
4 A Q J 86 3
the 18th presidoit ot
1822.
In
WHAT'S TAKING YOU SO LONG
diamond at trick two(nothing else
V K65
TODAY/
the
States,
United
Ulysses S. Grant
is any better). South wins with
•8 2
I'M HAVING
was
in
born
Point
Pleasant. Ohr,i
A-Q
the
cashes
and
king
dummy's
+74
t A TOUGH
In 1865, the steamer Sultana
of trumps. He then leads a club to
The bidding:
TIME
South the ace and discards his other club exploded on the Mississippi Iti\ ei
North East
MAk
West
UP MY
on the ace of diamonds.
4+
Pass
near Memphis. Tenn.. killing mole
1 NT
Pass
I. MIND
Now the queen ofclubs is led. If than 1.4)0 Union prisoners of wa)
Openinglead — queen ofdiamonds
It is sometimes necessary to East covers with the king, South
In 1932. American poet Hari
improvise when faced with a po- ruffs, crosses to the king ofspades, Crane drowned after jumping froill
tentially dangerous situation. Al- discards a heart on the club jack a steamer while en route to Ne:a
most anything that serves to pro- and thus ends up losing a diamond York; he was 32.
tect the contract is acceptable,even and two hearts. If East refuses to
In 1937, the nation's first SoL Li]
if it means doing something you play the king ofclubs on the queen,
checks were distributed
Security
and
declarer discards a heart then
would not ordinarily do.
CATHY
In 1967, Expo '67 v,as offiTake this case where West led there.
The contract is also assured if cially opened in Montreal h‘ Can,
the queen ofdiamonds againstfour
7—
THE STUFF STA‘IS HERE.
40a'RE RENTINIG. A
WORKOUT TAPES 40L1 MTE
TvE RENTED A
spades. Declarer took the trick West holds the king of clubs. After dian Prime Minister Lester B. Peal
RENTiNG A STORAGE
STORAGE SPAGE SO WOU
CLOTHES -MKT COOT FIT ?
STORAGE SPACE WM.
with the ace, drew trumps and led West takes the queen with the son.
SPACE 50 I CAN GO SIT
STORE ALL THIS 'JUNK??
CORDS FOR ELECTRONIC
In 1973. during the Wateialatc
a club to the queen. East won with king, the defense cannot get more
IN A NICE EMPT4 ROOM
FOR toiAT RECIPES
DEVICES 40l.1 DON'T OWN?
the jack of than one heart trick to go with the scandal, Acting. FBI Director I
to
shifted
and
king
the
YOU NEVER MAKE ?
PROUECTS gOLl'VE NEVER
hearts, and South quickly went diamond and club losers.
Patrick Gray resigned.
HAIR PRODUCTS
Fik1iS4ED ?...
The unusual ducking play at
one.
down
In 1978, convicted Watergate
'-IOU DON'T LIKE?
Granted that declarer was un- trick one proves to bejust the right defendant John D. Ehrlichman
lucky to find both the club king and prescription for assuring 10 tricks. released from an Arizona prison
Tomorrow: The Gordian knot.
after serving 18 months.
Ten years ago: More th,ir
CROSSWORDS
150.000 students and ‘xorkers cii
ing for democracy marched. cheered
37 Give forth
ACROSS
and sang through central
38 Large tank
Answer to Previous Puzzle
39 Aromas
1 — la la

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
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41 At home
42 Word with
flow or
register
43 Mountain
nymph
45 Female
46 Spreading
tree
48 Infer
51 Cornda
cheer
52 Indian tent
54 Male title
55 On the —
out
56 — one's
ground
57 Auricle

DOWN
1 Spigot
2 Genetic
material
3 Rearward
4 Bucket
5 Business
abbr

••••

Subscribe to
the
Murray Ledger
& Times

4-27 (c) 1999 United Feature Syndicate
6 Paid (abbr
7 Pertaining to
an age
8 Showed
anew
9 Noxious
vapor
10 Actor Linden
11 Medical suffix

16 Legal matter
18 Become
twisted
20 Egyptian
tomb
21 Tropical fruit
22 Assisted
23 Under the -(at the last
moment)
25 Man's name
26 ''— Be Not
Proud"
28 Musician
Yo-Yo —
29 A — — apple
32 Erle s
creation
33 Extra innings
for short
36 Filmdom's
Andy Hardy
38 Piece of hand
luggage
40 Chairs
42 Vehicle
44 Dill herb
45 Turned to the
right
46 — and arrow
47 Cotton St
48 Family room
49 By way of
50 Make a
mistake
53 Pittsburgh's
St
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Donovan Gary, a student at Calloway County
Preschool Center, works on Easter crafts with
an MSU participant.

MSU basketball player Mike Turner signed autographs for East Elementary third-graders after he read
poetry to them.
CCMS student John Galloway reads to primary
students in Family II-B during morning reading time.

Kristen Henson. Mitchell Smith and Hunter Henson.
primary students at North Elementary. enjoy breakfast.

Students at Calloway County Preschool Center dress up for role playing during a thematics unit on community helpers.

Calloway Middle and Murray Middle eighth-graders participated in a Reality Store Day at MSU as a part of a study
related to real world experiences concerning budgeting
and finances.
Seventh-grader Sam Trevathan jumps as far as he can
while Zach Reeder measures his length in spans and
Lisa Kosmider keeps written records. They are students
at Murray Middle.

Fifth-grade students at Southwest Elementary are
waiting to perform their book presentations in
honor of Dr. Seuss' birthday.

P4 boys and girls at East Elementary wrote
their thoughts about what they plan to be
when they grow up. Then they designed hats
that related to their future occupations.

MMS science teacher Mike Epperson expresses his appreciation to eighth-graders William
Holt and Jarrod Al-Alou for helping to organ- Holly Oatman and Nathan Watson , P3 Murray
ize the MMS Science Fair and manning the reg- Elementary students, worked with the newspaistration desk.
per to complete a scavenger hunt.

Morgan
Rutledge and
Brandon
Slaughter are shown playing at centers at the Murray Preschool HeadStart.

There's only one clear
choice for your eyecare
needs. Our Dad!
Dr. Kerin Adams

A contest was held to
guess how many jelly
beans were in a jar at
MMS. Stephanie Baker
won free ice cream for
a week.

ROOM TO GROW
PRESCHOOL
Year Round
Program
Zeevutc.4,
tivouga Peety

we can offer basic
coverages for fire, lighting,
wind and hail storm.
We have policies to insure
your farm property at almost
any level you need,
whether you work the
farm or rent it to someone else.

A visit from DARE
Officer, Melody Jones

308 S. 12th St.• NItirrii. 10 42071 • 754-2500

Savannah Colson won
the jelly bean contest
held at MMS recently. John Dale gets a hug from one of the of
Her prize was the jelly the Murray Preschool HeadStart students,
beans and a T-shirt.
Sierra Gillespie.

When a
Farmowners
package policy
is more than
you need...

•
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Amanda Cain won a Fruitopia
lunch box recently in a jelly
bean contest held at MMS.

The World is our
Playground

Serving Ages 3
through 5
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We have a farm insurance program
for any size farm.
We'll always
he ther for you

753-6578 • Hours: 7:30 a.m.-5:20 p.m.

"Welcome To This New Year"

Shelt•r Influrance

ihrold Jack" Romaine
105 N 12th St
Murray
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN
Horn. 011ie. 1,117 W Broodvsy Columbla, MO 65218

